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The Courageous welve
Honored At The
74th Annual NAACP
Freedom Fund Banquet

Whats Inside
Wildwood Dodgers Baseball
League Teams Make History
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Candy Lowe Tea Time’s Third
Annual Spring Tea A Success
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Story on Page AS

The Asolo Repertory
theatre Seeks Actors

Pioneer policemen and relatives of deceased officers accepting awards

By: ERSULA KNOX ODOM
Editor

“The 74th Annual Freedom Fund Banquet of the
St. Petersburg branch of the NAACP, coordinated by
Shirley Scott, was held June 2nd at the St. Petersburg
Coliseum. 735 people came to support the local
NAACP. The theme of the banquet was: ‘Encounter,
Embrace and Protect Equality. ’
Deiah Riley, co-anchor for ABC Action News
This Morning from 5-7. a m. and Action News at
Noon, Monday through Friday, was emcee for the
evening.
The keynote speaker, Attorney Delano Smart
Stewart, Esq. Stewart, Twine & Campbell, P.A.,

delivered an energetic speech calling for. AfricanAmericans “to retake control of our community”. He
said, “I can’t think of anyone who went to jail when
I was growing up. Black men have fought in every
war America has had. We need to fight to get control
back from the drug dealers”.
.
Dr, Goliath Davis, III Deputy Mayor for the City
of St. Petersburg, said “If you ever see a turtle on a
fence post in the middle of an open field you know
that it didn’t get there by itself.” He expressed great
pride and demanded respect for the honorees who
paved the way for him and others who benefit today.
2007 Honorees for African American Pioneers For
Equality were, the “Courageous Twelve”: Adam
Baker, Charles Holland (deceased), Freddie L.

Crawford, Horace Nero, James King, Jerry Styles
(deceased), Johnnie B. Lewis (deceased), Leon
Jackson, Nathaniel L, Wooten (deceased), Primus
Killen, Raymond L. Deloach (deceased), Robert V.
Keys. These individuals fought humiliating rules in
1960’s to become St. Petersburg pioneering policemen.
Awards were also given for, and to the attorneys who
fought the legal battle, James B. Sanderlin (deceased)
and Frank Peterman, Sr. Family members accepted
awards in honor of their deceased honorees.
In 1964, the City of St. Petersburg Police
Department hired its first African-American police

percent since 2000. How did this happen? While
property values steadily increased and interest rates
held near historic lows the past few years, buyers
rushed into homeownership, and many were tempted
by inappropriate loan products that appeared to be
low-cost. These loans actually had short-term
benefits and while they initially got many buyers into
their homes, their interest rates were variable; as they
climbed, tens of thousands of homeowners have been
shocked by monthly payment increases they now
cannot afford. In addition to rising interest rates,
many families face foreclosure as a result of certain.
trigger events, such as loss of a job, reduction in
income, or a health emergency. While there is no one
reason that can explain why homeowners are facing
foreclosure at an increasing rate, the surest way out is
to ask for help.
According to recent industry studies, more than
half of homeowners facing foreclosure do not pall for

Young Entrepreneurs Merge
Musical Generations

FREEDOM
continued on pg. A3

NeighborWorks® America Urges Struggling Homeowners
To Call For Help During National Homeownership Month
WASHINGTON, DC NeighborWorks America
urges homeowners at risk of
foreclosure to take the first
step to avoid losing their
biggest investment: Call for
help.
“ D u r i n g National
Askia Muhammad Homeownership Month and
Aqui I
throughout the year, we must
do all we can to ensure
homeownership is not built on quick sand. The
earlier financially distressed homeowners reach out
for assistance, the more options they have to address
their mortgage issues and potentially avoid
foreclosure,” said Kenneth D. Wade, NeighborWorks
America CEO.
Industry studies show the foreclosure rate on
mortgage loans has increased by more than 50

Story on Page A6

help when they begin to fall behind on their
payments. The early stages of delinquency are the
most crucial; studies show that homeowners who are
one or two payments behind are more likely to keep
their homes than those who have fallen further
behind on their payment schedule.
Homeowners having trouble paying their
mortgage are encouraged to call 1-888-995-HOPE to
receive foreclosure prevention counseling from U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD)-certified counseling agencies, which include
members of the national NeighborWorks network.
Many borrowers may be hesitant to call their
bank because of embarrassment, fear, or lack of trust.
Working with a counselor may help alleviate this
anxiety because a counselor has the ability to serve as

Story on Page Bl
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.
• A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages - be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
• To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
• To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
• To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
• The
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Why Father’s Day Saddens Me
As the product of a single
parent home, I always have
mixed feelings when Father’s
Day rolls around.
What could I understand
about the importance of fathers
By: Dutch
when
my own formative years
Martin
were shaped by the absence of
one? Much has been written about the negative
effects of fatherlessness on black children, and
I definitely have some insights to share on how
important fathers are and how misguided
government policies undermined black families
- including my own.
Historically, the black family was strong
and intact Even in the worst of times, when
racism dominated our society, our community
was still dedicated to keeping families together.
Not only did we survive in the face, of adversity,
we excelled.
What happened?
Ironically, it was LBJ’s “War on Poverty,”
which began shortly after the passage of the
landmark Civil Rights Act of 1963 and marked
the turning point for many black families. It
created a welfare state that engulfed black
America and proved to be devastating to pre
existing black economic and social progress.
A government bureaucracy was created that
basically subsidized irresponsibility and social
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dysfunction. Unmarried black women were
financially rewarded for having children out of
wedlock and weak-willed black men Were
excused for being lazy, irresponsible losers siring as many illegitimate kids with as many
women as they pleased. Why not? The
government would take care of their progeny.
Having survived centuries of slavery and
discrimination, the black family began a rapid
moral disintegration under a program that was
sold as an emergency rescue but was
transformed into a way of life. No wonder so
many blacks just sat on their hands and did
nothing after the civil-rights movement.
For three generations - until welfare reform
was adopted in 1996 - young black girls were
raised and culturally conditioned to be “baby
mamas” instead of loving and nurturing wives
and mothers and to prefer “baby daddies” over
responsible, loving and supportive husbands
and fathers. The mere idea of marriage as a
sacred institution for the proper rearing of
children became a joke. Too many black men
saw no reason whatsoever to be committed
husbands and fathers. Why should they?
Welfare rendered their role in the family
unnecessary.
In her book The Burden of Bad Ideas,
Manhattan Institute scholar Heather MacDonald
shows an example of this irrelevance when she

recounts a woman receiving welfare benefits
being asked what she would do without them,
the woman replied, “I’d get me a husband.”
I grew up in a welfare family. I was the
youngest of six children with an absentee father.
My family life was dysfunctional to say the least,
and not having my father in my life left a void in
my soul that, at times, was emotionally crippling.
I had no one to teach me how to drive, a car,
tie a necktie, balance a checkbook and relate to
women. In short, there was no one to teach me
how to be a man. I had to leant many of life’s
lessons of manhood the hard way - on my own,
for the most part.
Reflecting on the spiritual and moral decay
of being raised in a fatherless welfare family
and of other families in our neighborhood,
makes me both angry and sad. Worst of all,
today’s black “leaders” don’t have the guts to
admit that the welfare state - which was a
political meal ticket for many - has failed black
America.
Don’t let anyone kid you, folks. Fatherlessness
hurts like hell! You never get over it; you just
deal with it. I’ve been dealing with it for 33
years.
Darryn “Dutch ” Martin is a member of the
national advisory council of the Project 21
black leadership network.
Sonrce: The National Center for Public Policy Research

Post-Civil Rights Period? - Think Again
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Published weekly on Thursdays by
The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922

Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

,If you think, as many do, discrimination must be filed within 180 days been overtaken by hardened conservative jurists
who prefer prejudice to precedent. In Ledbetter,
we’re in a ‘post civfirights’ period after the alleged unlawful practice occurred.”
But the 11th Circuit - and now a majority of the court ignored years of its own interpretations
where discrimination and bigotryhave been vanquished as ugly the Supreme Court - has held that Lilly that would have corrected the wrong Lilly
artifacts of a long-ago past, think Ledbetter cannot recoup any pay lost because of Ledbetter suffered for many years.
This decision is an unwelcome harbinger of
again. Read the United States discrimination because she did not sue when
Supreme Court’s frightening she was first victimized by receiving lower pay. likely outcomes ip two pending school-choice
By: Julian
Bond
decision in Ledbetter vs. Goodyear As the New York Times noted, “Bizarrely, the cases from Seattle and Louisville. The issue in
NNPA Guest
Tire and Rubber Company.
majority insisted it did not matter that Goodyear these cases is whether voluntary integration
Columnist
Ledbetter involved a woman, was still paying her far less than her male plans can be adopted to rescue minority
children from segregated schools and give
Lilly Ledbetter, the rare woman in her job counterparts when she filed her complaint.”
Lilly Ledbetter is just one person, but the majority children a chance to learn, with others
category at an Alabama factory who sued her
employer for wage discrimination after years in Court has given a free pass to all employers different from them.
which her paycheck was smaller than her male who discriminate in how much they pay their
And this decision should signal to those
workers
women,
Blacks,
Asians,
Hispanics,
colleagues received for doing the same work.
who thought they were basking in the warm
She won a jury verdict on her claim, and the everyone. The Ledbetter decision weakened a after-glow of the civil rights past a sharp wake
jury found it “more likely than not that major civil rights law and weakened opportunities up call. That past is still very much with us.
[Goodyear] paid an unequal salary because of her for victims of pay discrimination to seek relief
Congress can and should change the law to
sex.” But the federal Court ofAppeals for the 11th in the courts.
correct the Supreme Court’s errors in Ledbetter.
Circuit - disagreeing with every other appellate
In recent past decades, racial minorities and The NAACP will help lead the charge.
court which had considered the iss,ue - reversed, other victims of bias looked to the Supreme
And we should keep Lilly Ledbetter in mind
saying she had sued too late - even though she Court as a true court of last resort. When when we vote next year; Laws and courts do
continued to receive lower pay. The Supreme appeals to legislatures and lower courts had count and elections help choose the people who
Court, by a 5 - 4 vote, upheld that decision.
been rejected, the Supreme Court offered solace make laws and who sit on courts.
Under Title VII, the nation’s premier anti- and relief.
Civil rights past? We’re living in a harsh
discrimination civil rights law, “a charge of
That haven has vanished as the Court has civil rights present. Just ask Lilly Ledbetter.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
FREEDOM
continued from front page
officers who endured differential treatment in
respect, pay and scope of work, which also
included not being able to patrol white
neighborhoods or arrest white citizens. In other
words, their duties were limited to the patrol of
“black neighborhoods” and arrest of AfricanAmericans only. In 1965 twelve courageous
African-American police officers filed a class
action lawsuit against the City of St. Petersburg for
their discriminatory treatment.
At the 74th Annual Freedom Fund Banquet of
the St. Petersburg Branch of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored
People these officers were honored for their
demonstration of courage to the likes of the Rosa
Parks, Thurgood Marshall and Tuskegee Airmen
for their bravery and tenacity in demanding fair and
equal treatment. There is something to be said for
people who are willing to risks jobs, pensions and
physical well being. With this understanding the
NAACP decided that it was time to honor our own
local heroes. This acknowledgement was with the
recognition that the entire African American
police force is standing on the shoulders of these
brave men.
The NAACP decided as a branch to
acknowledge those pioneers as the saying goes
“while the blood runs warm in their bodies.” The

branch is in the process of gathering additional
information on other pioneers in other areas such
as education, legal, medical, fire and business.
These individuals are important to the AfricanAmerican community and deserve recognition for
the pioneers they were.
• Community Service Awards were awarded
to Mayor Rick Baker, Deputy Mayor Goliath
Davis, III, Nancy Hamilton, CEO Operation PAR,
Gerald Syrkett, and Tommi Leveille, Operation
PAR.

• Law Enforcement Awards were awarded to
Chief Charles “Chuck” Harmon and Sergeant
Matthew McKinney.
• Educators Award was awarded to Deborah

Mobley.

I • Business Award was awarded, to Gypsy
Gallardo
?
• Rev. Louis M. Murphy, Sr. received the
Religious Affairs Award:
• Mactoshia Hadley and Askeem Rogers were
recognized for being ACT-SO national finalists.
• Scholarships were awarded to Kara Irby and
Jasmine Atkins.
For those who seek membership or have
information regarding these firsts, please contact
the St. Petersburg NAACP at 1501-16th Street
South, St. Petersburg, Florida/ P. O. Box 35123,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705 or call 727-8983310. Email naacpstpete@veriz6n.net.

Awardees and awardee family members

. Norman Brown, NAACP president - St. Petersburg branch,
ACT-SO national finalists, Askeem Ragers, and Mactoshia Hadley

Emcee Deiah Riley and husband

Elected officials in attendance

Keynote speaker, Attorney Delano Smart Stewart, Esq.

Honor Dad witlt a

PALLADIUM

special message in

The Cha lie liger!

at ST. PETERSBURG COLLEGE

in till*

Call today!
896 £93£
To an outstanding father,

► ©Saint Petersburg Opera Co.
& the FloriMezzo Orchestra
present: Puccini's La Boheme

Tl Anderson
l/l/e love you!

Your family

Friday, June 8,7:30 p.m.
ctwraro 8V

Sunday, June 10,2 p.m. Matinee

bright
house
Clementine Hunter, Nativity (1970-1985)
Collection of Martha and Jim Sweeny

HATCHER conceived by
ROB RUGGIERO & DYKE GARRISON musical
DIRECTION & AMNSEMENfS BY DANNY HOLGATE
OiRECTED BY ROB RUGGIERO
book by JEFFREY

Ella Fitzgerald comes
alive in a celebration j||
of music and life! eJI
Audiences are raving:

March 31-July 8
135 UNFORGETTABLE WORKS,
MANY BY AFRICAN AMERICANS

JBkJk

Tuesday, June 12,7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $15—$75

► Side Door Jazz:
The Nate Najar Trio
with Chuck Redd
Thursday, June 14,7:30 p.m., $20

"Wow!"

"Amazing!"
"Phenomenal!"

ST. PETERSBURG
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In the know In the Tunes,
ta m pa bay.com

ARIA CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU
FloridasBeach.com

Dress Circle Event

NOW THRU JUNE 10
In Sarasota next to She Ringling

Additional Support from the City of St. Petersburg and the
Renaissance Vinoy Resort & Golf Club.

Museum on US 41 (Tamiami Trail)

BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 • www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR
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255 Beach Drive N.E.
727.896.2667 • www.fine-arts.org
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2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros. Hough family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey.
Progress Energy, RBC pain Rauscher, Sembler Company, Synovus Bank, Tech Data. St. Petersburg Times, Ray and
Nancy Murray. Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Cultural Affairs, the
Florida Arts Council, the National Endowment for the Art? and the Oty of St Petersburg.

Additional PaHiing at Synovus Bank 333 3rd St. N.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Distinguished Alumni Award
Presentation

Two St. Petersburg
High Schools Named
Newsweek’s Top 100
The Centey for Advanced Technologies (CAT)
at Lakewood High and St. Petersburg High were
listed among the top 100 high schools in the
country in Newsweek magazine’s 2007 tally of
the best in the nation.
“St. Petersburg is proud of the strong
partnership among public schools, the business
community and the city,” said Mayor Rick Baker.
“With 30,000 cities in the United States, having
two of the top 100 schools in our city is proof that
the hard work of our teachers, administrators,
volunteers, business community^ parents and
students is paying off.”
The Lakewood High magnet program was
No. 22 on Newsweek’s list. St. Petersburg High
can be found in the 68th spot. Florida fared very
well in the list with 25 schools among the top 100.
“Pinellas County Schools is grateful for the
relationships our schools have with businesses
and their communities. Throughout the county,

I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

these affiliations make our schools better and give
students the extra support they need to achieve at
the highest possible level,” said Dr. Clayton M.
Wilcox, superintendent.
Newsweek develops the list using a scale
called the Challenge Index, which uses a school’s
participation in Advanced Placement, International
Baccalaureate and Cambridge tests to determine
how demanding and supportive of all students the
school is. The magazine previously published its
list of the best high schools in 1998, 2000, 2003,
2005 and 2006.
The rating is reached by dividing the number
of tests by the number of graduating seniors,
which avoids a continual big school triumph over
smaller schools. According to the developers of
the index, taking the test is more important than
the resulting score because every student learns a
lot while preparing.

1
I
THE ALUMNI SINGERS OF ST. PETERSBURG, INC.
under the direction of Robert L. Anders,
I
announced the release of a new CD,
I
entitled “Love and Harmony”.
I
I
Started in 1980, this interdenominational choral group
I
includes singers from high school and college choirs
throughout the states. Their repertoire and concerts I
I
reflect the rich musical heritage of the African
I
American experience. The CD includes favorite
selections of spirituals, gospel, hymns, anthems and I
secular /popular songs from those years.
I
I
The group has received numerous honors, periodically sponsored choral clinics, and
I
performed throughout the state of Florida.
I
I
To purchase the CD, please complete the order form.
I
For bookings contact: Carolyn Hobbs (727) 323-7004 or
Robert Anders (727) 867-9445
I
I
In addition CDs may be purchase from any member of the -Choir
I
and/or any member of the Boosters.
I
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Alumni Singers CD ORDER FORM

SUBTOTAL:
+ $2 S&H PER DISC+
TOTAL:

Please mail your completed form with a check or money order to:

ALUMNI SINGERS, PO BOX 10238, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33733
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery.

HAND BREADED.
LIGHTLY FRIED.
INCREDIBLY FRESH

THE WAY
SHRIMP SHOULD BE
$9.99 ON THE DINNER,
OR $14.99 BY THE POUND.
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 327-83)09
(727) 328-8309

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKET ( REIIMIRANT

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
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Cherin Stover, Wealth
Building Program Coordinator
at the James B. Sanderlin
Neighborhood Family Center
and a USF St. Petersburg
alumna, was recently presented
the Business Achievement
Award by the USF Alumni
Association, Pinellas County
Cherin
Chapter. This award
Stover
recognizes a USF graduate
who stands out as entrepreneur and leader in
Pinellas County.
Ms. Stover is the vocal champion for the

Prosperity Campaign for Pinellas and Hillsborough
Counties. This community collaborative supports
low- and moderate-income workers through the
promotion of the Earned Income Tax Credit
(EITC), Child Tax Credit (CTC), and free income
tax preparation assistance. Ms. Stover writes a
column in The Weekly Challenger about this
program and its importance to working families.
The success of this program is largely due to
the hard work and dedication of Ms. Stover, who
is enthusiastic and steadfast in her mission, and an
inspiration to a corp of dedicated volunteers,
including several USF St. Petersburg accounting
students.

Wildwood Dodgers Baseball
League Teams Make History
History was made on Friday, May 25, 2007.
Did the Devil Rays win the World Series? NcJ.
Did Barry Bonds break Hank Aaron’s home
run record? No. For the first time, two Wildwood
baseball teams faced off in the Area City/Top
Team Tournaments. The competition began
Saturday, May 19th and ended Friday, May 25,
2007 at the Seminole Jr. Warhawks’ Athletic
Fields in Seminole, Florida.
The Farm League Recreational Division
Champs, the Wildwood Phillies, defeated the
Wildwood White Sox, 8 to 7 in the 7-8 year old

age group. Mr. Roosevelt Swenton, Wildwood
Dodger League Executive Director, said “I was so
proud to see how well the teams played the game
of baseball.” MVP awards were given to
outstanding players of both teams. For the Phillies,
S.J. Gross earned the Offensive MVP Award
and Isaac Jackson earned the Defensive MVP
Award. For the White Sox, Larry Whitfield earned
the Offensive MVP Award and Darius Blasingane
earned the Defensive MVP Award. Both teams are
MVPs to their coaches, parents and the Wildwood
Dodger Baseball League. GO WILDWOOD!

(Right to Left) S.J. Gross, John Johnson, Jordan
Henderson, Anthony Stokes, Antonio Naar, Isaiah
Gibson, Isaac Jackson, Quante’ Allen, Sean
Jhornton, Antwone Love, Deon Walker, Brandyn
Naar, Coach Naar, Coach Thornton, Coach West,
Mr. Henderson (parent), Coach Jackson

(Left to Right) Vinson Melvin, Braxton Davis,
Jordan Peterman, Darius Blasingane, Bryce
Foxworth, Larry Whitfield, Antwoine Reid, Anthony
Bingham, Shawn Bins.on, Marquez Walls, Marqius
Brinson, Coach Blasingane, Coach Foxworth,
Mr. Walls (parent), Coach' Smith, Coach Bingham

St. Petersburg Housing Authority
Closes On Purchase Of 20 Unit
Apartment Community
ST. PETERSBURG - The St. Petersburg
Housing Authority has closed on the purchase of
the Gateway Place apartment community located
at 9101 Dr. Martin Luther King Street North in St.
Petersburg. The Gateway Place development has
19 two bedroom/two bath apartments and 1 one
bedroom/one bath apartment. The acquisition cost
was $2.3 million or $115,000 per unit. The seller
of the development was G F R Hyde Park, Inc.
The complex will be operated under the
requirements of the Public Housing program.
This program serves low to extremely low income
families, whose incomes can not exceed 80% of
the Area Median Income (AMI), however 40% of

new admissions must have incomes that are at or
below 30% of AMI.
Those families who are not eligible for the
Public Housing Program will receive relocation
assistance under the Uniform Relocation Assistance
and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act.
“This is a good example of the type of quality
housing the Authority wants to provide its
customers. It is of manageable size, and is located
in an area that allows for nearby access to
community resources. It will make an excellent
addition to our agency’s portfolio,” said Darrell
Irions, Executive Director of the St. Petersburg
Housing Authority.

Take Your Treasures To The
Antique Appraisal Fair
At Heritage Village
LARGO - Find out the answer to that nagging
question, “I wonder if this is worth anything?” by
attending Heritage Village’s Antique Appraisal
Fair, Saturday, June 16, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Organized by the Pinellas County Historical
Society, the appraisal fair presents ten noted Tampa
Bay area antique experts who can examine your
items and tell you if you’re sitting on a gold mine
or saving sentimental keepsakes. Heritage Village
is located at 11909 125th Street North, in Largo.
During the fair, appraisers will offer a broad
spectrum of antique information. In addition,
specialists will cover Oriental rugs, Victorian
jewelry, rare and vintage books, guns and armor,
collectable glass including Depression glass,
musical stringed instruments and pre-1950 dolls.
Gems and stones experts and a clock specialist will
help with appraisals.

Appraisal fees are $5 per item or $12 for three
items. Proceeds will benefit Heritage Village. For
more information, call (727) 582-2123.
Heritage Village, operated by Pinellas County
government, is a 21-acre living history museum
located adjacent to Pinellas County Extension
Service, the Florida Botanical Gardens and the
Gulf Coast Museum of Art. For more information
or a calendar of events, contact Heritage Village at
(727) 582-2123 or visit the Heritage Village
website at www.pinellascounty.org/Heritage.
This project has been financed in part with
Historical Museums Grants-in-Aid Program
assistance provided by the Bureau of Historical
Museums, Division of Historical Resources,
Florida Department of State, Secretary of State.
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Summer Robotics Workshop
At Hillsborough Community
College
Hillsborough Community College and
FLATE have partnered with First Step Robotics,.
Inc., to offer a 5-day summer robotics workshop
at the HCC, Brandon Campus. This week-long
summer activity, previously attended by hundreds
of students throughout the West Central region of
Florida, is scheduled for June 25-29, 2007.
Designed primarily for students grades 3 through
8, the workshop provides an exciting opportunity
to gain hands-on knowledge in robotics, basic
physics, science, mathematics, technology, and
modem manufacturing.
During the workshop, each student will be
given a kit to design and build their own robot.
The robots will not only be used as a tool for
teaching, but will also be used to complete tasks
like an obstacle course on the final day. The
curriculum for the workshop was written and
designed by J. Paul Wahnish, SAE (Society of
Automotive Engineers), a member of the faculty
and a coach at East Lake High School, assisted by
Stephanie Sims, a University of Florida
Engineering Graduate and Ron Hartman,
Honeywell Systems Engineer for Space Guidance
and Navigational Products.
The workshop also features presentations by
local manufacturers, college faculty and a tour of
local manufacturing site. During the session, no
more than 8 students will be assigned to a mentor,
with a background in robotics, physics and math.
All mentors and adult session supervisors have
been thoroughly investigated and meet the criteria
for volunteer guidelines defined by one or more

area school districts.
Workshop sessions will begin at 9:00 a.m. and
end at 5:00 p.m., each week day. Tuition per child
is $295, which includes a start-up kit with parts
for a robot, snacks and a tee shirt. For more
information please contact Paul Wahnish at
407.491.0903 or David Gula at 813.259.6581 or
863.324.7803.'
FLATE (Florida - Advanced Technological
Education) Center for Manufacturing Education is
a National Science Foundation center, committed
to ensuring that Florida manufacturing has a well
prepared workforce. It advances this mission
through three principal initiatives: 1) promotion
of technologically oriented manufacturing and
technology careers to middle and secondary
school students, 2) professional development of
teachers throughout the K-16 educational system,
3) reform and realignment of the curriculum that
defines Florida’s academic programs related to
manufacturing. Created in 2004, it is one of 33 in
the United States focused on improving science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics
education to meet the needs of American
advanced-technology industries. For more
information, please visit: www.fl-ate.org
Hillsborough Community College - Brandon
campus serves approximately 6800 students per
semester and is home to the college’s
manufacturing related academic programs as well
as FLATE and the Employ Florida Banner Center
for Manufacturing. For more information, please
visit: www.hccfl.edu.

Candy Lowe Tea Time’s Third
Annual Spring Tea A Success

TAMPA - Candy Lowe Tea Time’s Third
Annual Spring Tea was a celebration of tea and
business associations within the community.
Sunday afternoon at the Alfano Center in Tampa
was brimming with success and fashion. ;
Host and hostess, L.I.F.E. and Carolyn Lighty,
provided historical information about the teas as
the attendees sampled them. Harvest, Olivia
Carmichael-Brown, and Vision of Harmony
provided entertainment throughout the program.
The youth group Miracle Outreach served the tea
and moved quickly when the “More Teg Please”
sign was raised.
Tia Young, owner of Tampa Etiquette Academy
was given a special award for her work with

young people. Ms. Lowe rewarded Ms. Young with
check earmarked for young girls in her program.
Ms. Lowe also expressed a desire to help young
people who may be struggling academically. She
said everyone wants to help those making A’s and
B’s. Ms. Lowe said she personally has a passion
for young people making C’s and D’s because
they are underserved and may excel if given a
little help.
The hat contest was the hit of the evening.
Approximately fifteen patrons modeled their hats
with an array of crowd-pleasing turns and poses.
Carol Y. Lawrence won first place wearing an
outfit created by Olivia Carmichael-Brown. Jewel
Davis was named first runner up.
Candy Lowe, in her 1950’s attire, concluded
the program with tearful and heartfelt thank you
remarks that served as a lesson in how to be a
mutually supportive business. She thanked people
and businesses, which have been associated with
her since her first Spring Tea in 2004. She said, “I
went to every networking event that James Evans
had and I simply wanted to sell tea”. Contrary to
what some people initially warned her she said,
“Black people do drink tea.”
Candy Lowe is the founder of the Black
Business Bus Tour and will be celebrating one
year of uninterrupted monthly tours on June 16
with five scheduled buses leaving from the
Harbor Club in Tampa. For more information
contact her at 813-394-6363.

Candy Lowe and Sarah Osley

L.I.F.E., Carolyn Lighty, and Motown Maurice

Carolyn Y. Lawrence

Jarvis El-Amin and Marvin Campbell

Carolyn Collins requesting more tea
By: Ersula Odom
Editor

Student Ambassadors Selected
For Japan Sister City Trip
ST. PETERSBURG - Two local high school
juniors, Zoe Williams and Kanyon McLean, will
travel to Takamatsu, Japan as student ambassadors
for three weeks this summer. Selected by the city’s
International Relations Committee, they will
represent St. Petersburg for the annual official
Sister City visit, July 8 to 28.
Northeast High School student Zoe Williams
and St. Petersburg High School student, Kanyon
McLean, are preparing for their trip that includes
visiting a Takamatsu Senior High School for one
week and living with a different host family each
week. They will also meet with Mayor Onishi, the
newly elected mayor of Takamatsu, bringing gifts
and greetings from our city and Mayor Rick Baker.
“I have a longstanding interest in Japan and its
customs and look forward to this once in a lifetime
journey where Lean immerse myself in the language
and culture of this country,” Zoe Williams said.

“While we will be able to learn about Japanese
culture and traditions, we will also be. sharing with
Japanese citizens our knowledge and important
aspects about our American culture,” said Kanyon
McLean.
*
St. Petersburg, Florida and Takamatsu, Japan
have participated in the international program as
Sister cities for 47 years. For the student summer
trip, applications were distributed to all public and
private high schools in January and the two
finalists were selected earlier this year through a
process that includes a written application, essay
and interview.
After returning from the Sister City summer
trip, Zoe and Kanyon will be available for
interviews to promote the program for next year.
Each student has agreed to share her experiences
with students, civic groups and other interested
citizens during their senior year of high school.

Eckerd Theater Company
Hosts World Premiere!
CLEARWATER - BATTLEDRUM, a new
musical about Civil War drummer boys, will have
its premiere performances at Ruth Eckerd Hall,
Thursday, June 28 - Saturday, June 30.
Commissioned by Eckerd Theater Company,
BATTLEDRUM tells the story of Rufus, a
Confederate orphan who eventually becomes the
drummer boy for a troop of Union soldiers. Based
on accounts of real-life children who fought the
Civil War, this show explores a complex period in
U.S. history through the eyes of its young people.
Following BATTLEDRUM S June 30
performance, there will be a symposium on
commissioning new works for youth theater.
Doug Cooney, who wrote the book and lyrics for
BATTLEDRUM, and Lee Ahlin, who composed
the show’s music, will both be present. Also on
hand will be Steve Martin, Managing Director of
Childsplay, Arizona’s award-winning theatre for
young audiences and families, Rosemary
Newcott, Artistic Director of Theatre for Youth at
Atlanta’s Alliance Theatre, winner of this year’s
regional Tony® Award, Eckerd Theater
Company’s Artistic Director Julia Flood and
~~~

BATTLEDRUM’S dramaturg Megan Alrutz.
Founded in 1988, Eckerd Theater Company is
the resident professional theater company of The
Marcia P. Hoffinan Performing Arts Institute at
Ruth Eckerd Hall. Committed to providing family
audiences with the finest in performance and arts
education experiences, ETC creates professional
productions of original works and adaptations of
classic literature, annually touring throughout
Florida, along the Eastern seaboard and as far
west as Missouri. A proud ambassador of Ruth
Eckerd Hall, ETC productions entertain while
they explore such themes as diversity,
multiculturalism, self-worth, loyalty and
tolerance.
'
BATTLEDRUM performances and the
symposium are free of charge, but reservations are
required as seating is limited. Reservations must
be received by Thursdays June 21. To make a
reservation, call (727) 712-2743.
BATTLEDRUM is made possible in part by
funding from the Florida Department of State,
Division of Cultural Affairs through the
Challenge Grant Program.

WE LOVE IT WHEN READERS SAY,
“I LOVE THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!”

Visit Our Website:
Online at www.theweeklychallenger.com

Call To Teen Artists
CLEARWATER - Teens, ages 13 to 18, are
invited to get their creative juices flowing by
entering a Manga art contest. First, second, and
third place winners will be awarded a gift card to
the store of their choice. Artwork must be
original, hand drawn, unpublished, and non
offensive. One entry per teen is accepted and
contact information must be on the back. Drop-off
entries by July 27 at any library location:
• Beach Library, 483 Mandalay Ave.
• Countryside Library, 2741 S.R. 580

• East Library, 2251 Drew St.
• Main Library, 100 N. Osceola Ave.
• North Greenwood Library, 905 N. M.L.K. Jr. Ave.
For more information, call (727) 562-4970,
ext. 5244. Manga is the Japanese word for comics.
It is used in the English-speaking world as a
generic term for all comic books and graphic
novels that were originally published in Japan.
However, Manga is often considered an artistic
and storytelling style that can also encompass
non-Japanese works.

Klar And Klar Designs Largest
Solar-Assisted Building
CLEARWATER - Clearwater-based Klar and
Klar Architects has unveiled plans for Surgical
Pathology Laboratories’ 14,000-square-foot
facility, which is expected to be the Tampa Bayarea’s largest solar-assisted commercial building.
Located in Pinellas Park at 66th Street North
and 84th Avenue North, the $3.5 million facility
will feature photo-voltaic roof panels that will
supply about a third of the building’s power,
says Steve Klar, AIA, who co-founded and co
owns the firm with Roberta Klar, AIA. Moreover,
all'water in the building will be solar heated.
The building will feature Florida-modern
architecture with concrete-block construction, a flat
roof and walls of windows. Inside, modem design
elements will continue with exposed bar joists and
a color palette of white, black and gray hues.
Surgical Pathology Laboratories, which
analyzes biopsy and surgical resection specimens,
will occupy about 9,000 square feet of this facility.
The remaining office space is available for lease.

Construction should begin early this summer
with completion slated in about a year.
Founded in 1990, Klar and Klar Architects has
created diverse architectural and interior-design
concepts for corporations, home builders and
private individuals throughout the local, regional
and national markets.
The firm has completed a wide range of
projects including the elaborately themed Bally’s
Park Place Casino in Atlantic City, N.J.; the
Gaylord Palms Resort and Convention Center in
Kissimmee, Fla.; medical buildings that include
the Colutnbia Diabetes Educational Center in
Clearwater; and the Pierce 100, a beachfront
residential high-rise in Clearwater.
Klar and Klar also has designed executive and
estate residences ranging in size from 2,000 to
more than 13,000 square feet of living space, and
costing from $200,000 to more than $3.5 million.
For more information, call Klar and Klar at
(727) 799-5420, or visit klarklar.com.
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School Is Out,
Learning Continues

JAMM1
Bayview Room Jazz: St. Pete’s
Newest Hot Spot!
The “In” place for vocals. Dean was delightful as she accompanied
jazz aficionados is St. herself on drums. She has played and sung in the
Petersburg’s riewest “Hot Tampa Bay area for many years, and has
Spot for Jazz”, the recently participated in the annual Suncoast Dixieland Jazz
renovated Bayview Room Festival; performing at many of the local clubs
at the Mahaffey Theater. and other jazz venues.
Located on the Bayfront
Mark Gould is a jazz musician who lights up
Drive
side
(eastside)
of
the
stage when he takes to the tenor saxophone.
John Lamb
the Mahaffey, the Bayview Hailed as a “Heavyweight” of the saxophone, Gould
Room offers a spectacular view of the bay. is one of the most confident jazz improvisers in
Moonlit skies offer young lovers who are jazz thC Tampa Bay area today. His broad toned sound
fans, the better of two worlds; a romantic dreamy on ballads or up-tempo swinging is well-suited to
atmosphere and world class jazz at an affordable the playing of Lamb and Dean. During the concert,
price.
Gould was at his swinging best demonstrating
Last week, John Lamb, former Duke Ellington why he is always on call to perform with other
bassist appeared at the Bayview Room, along with jazz groups.
the Giants of Jazz. Comprised of Mark Gould,
Charlie Prawdzik is one of the most called
tenor saxophone, Patricia Dean, drums, and upon keyboardists in the Sarasota County and
Charlie Prawdzik, keyboards, the Giants of Jazz Tampa Bay area. Prawdzik has played piano since
with Lamb as their leader were exceptional. the age of nine, and is classically trained. Jazz
Their music was varied and as always, of a high vocalists consider him to be one of the best
caliber. Playing to a happy crowd, it seemed as if keyboard accompanists in the area. He’s performed
everyone’s spirit was lifted into a carefree place in the Kool Jazz Festival, arranged the music for
filled with exciting jazz.
and played on more than 10 CDs for various
John Lamb, a jazz icon in the Tampa Bay area vocalists and musicians.
is known for his outstanding and exciting bass
Some of the popular jazz tunes included in the
playing, and is a friendly and very personable Giants of Jazz repertoire were Ellington’s “Satin
person. Lamb’s extensive and impressive musical Doll”, and “C' - Jam Blues”; “Summertime”,
Career has been focused in jazz for many years. “Things Ain’t What They Used To Be” and the
Possessing the ability to play a number of Sonny Rollins tune, “St. Thomas”. A few
instruments, at most times he plays the string comments overheard at the conclusion of the
bass. In 1964, Lamb joined the legendary jazz concert were “A better concert couldn’t have been
artist Duke Ellington’s Orchestra and remained heard in New York City”, “What a great venue to
there until 1967. His extraordinary musical talent hold a jazz concert”, and “This is the type of
Can be heard on most of the Duke’s major works entertainment that St. Petersburg needs.”
from the mid-’60s, including “The Far East
The next Jazz at the Bayview Room is
Suite”, which earned a Grammy. As witnessed by at 7:30 p.m. on June 22nd, featuring The Valerie
the number of fans at the concert, he has Gillespie Jazz Trio. Tickets may be purchased
established a faithful and loyal following.
at www.ticketmaster.com, St. Petersburg (727)
Patricia Dean is a multi-talented musician 898-2100, or Tampa (813) 287-8844.: Visit
who carries the beat on drums, in addition to www.mahaffeytheater.com for more information.
* * * tfr ,'■& w w

Remember to “Keep Jazz
“Supporting Live Jazz!”
tfr * * * •k' -k *

John Lamb & Giants of Jazz
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www.WestminsterRetirement.com
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We're currently hiring for the following positions:

MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK • MAINTENANCE * CNAs
LPN (1 tp-7a) • COOK • SERVERS • FLOOR TECH
P/T RECEPTIONIST (weekends, 3p-11p)
** IVe also have many other outstanding opportunites available.

Visit us at our CAREER FAIR to learn more! **

We offer a competitive compensation package, including comprehensive benefits. If unable to
g* attend, contact: Susan Reeves, Director Human Resources, Westminster Suncoast, 6909 Or.
Martin Luther King St, S; St Petersburg 33705; Phone: 727-867-1131; Fax: 727-866-8753.
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human Rick Martin at Main Library, Monday,
June 25, 2 p.m.
• Earthlings’ Electric Washboard Band:

Have fun with unique instruments, special effects,
costumes, and comedy at Countryside Library,
Tuesday, June 26, 2 p.m.
• Abrakadoodle Art: Design like book author
and illustrator, Eric Carle, at East Library,
Thursday, June 28,2 p.m. (Ages 6-12). Highlighted
programs for teens during June include:
• Teen News Crew: Be a reporter and writer,
and help create a newsletter at Main Library,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 2 p.m.
• Video Gaming: Play video games on large
screens at North Greenwood Library, Thursday,
June 7, 21, 4 p.m.; East Library, Saturday, June
16, 1 p.m.; Countryside Library, Saturday, June 9,
1 p.m.; Main Library, Thursday, June 14, 6 p.m.
• Anime & Manga Club: Cartoonist, Leah
Lopez, teaches teens to draw Anime on June 11,1
p.m. Watch Anime movies on June 25, 1 p.m. at
East Library.
• Manga Art Contest: Entries will be
accepted June 4 - July 27. Pick-up and drop-off
entry at any Clearwater library.
Clearwater libraries offer an unlimited
amount of programs with a variety of themes,
including
puppet
shows,
story
times,
ventriloquism, music, juggling, book clubs, and
chalk drawing.
, For more details, call (727) 562-4970, ext.
5244 or visit your local library: East Library, 2251
Drew St.; Countryside Library, 2741 SR 580;
Maili Library, 100 N. Osceola Ave.; North
Greenwood, _ 905 N. M.L.K. Jr. Avenue,
Clearwater library programs are a public service
offered at no cost to attendees.

Glazer Family Foundation Seeks
“Youth With Promise” To Attend
Buccaneers Home Games
Only One Month Left For Non-Profit Organizations To Apply
The Glazer Family Foundation is accepting
applications' for its annual Youth wjth Promise
program from non-profit organizations that
promote academic achievement and positive
behavior in children. Selected youth will receive
tickets to a Buccaneers home game, food
vouchers and car flags
achieving goals set by
participating community agencies. Applications
are available at www.glazerfamilyfoundation.com
under “Programs” and must be postmarked by
July
More than 8,000 youth representing 100
organizations from the Tampa Bay area have
attended Buccaneers home football games
through the Glazer Family Foundation’s Youth

by

Jazz fans - do you have any feedback? I
would like to hear from YOU! Visit my website:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
JazzJamm@aolcom. You may also mail your
letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, 'c/o
The Weekly Challenger, 2500 M.L. King, Jr.
Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

’o

CLEARWATER - It’s time to keep your kids
and teens actively learning this summer. The
Clearwater libraries offer many options to keep
their minds active during June and July.
Highlighted programs for kids during June
include:
• Cartooning Party: Learn how to draw
cartoons with Leah Lopez at East Library,
Monday, June 11, 1 p.m.
• Didgeridoo Down Under: Watch an
Australian-themed show with music, art,
storytelling, dancing, puppetry, comedy, and
environmental education at Main Library,
Monday, June 11, 2 p.m.
• Clearwater Marine Aquarium: Touch and
see live sea animals and artifacts at Countryside
Library, Tuesday, June 12, 2 p.m.; North
Greenwood Library, Wednesday, June 27, 11 a.m.
• Mad Science Experiments: Help out with
science-themed experiments at North Greenwood
Library, Wednesday, June 13, 11 a.m.
• Piiblix Kids Cooking: (Ages 8-12), Chef
Bil Mitchell hosts a cooking demo with a
Transformers theme at Main Library, Thursday,
June 14, 12 p.m.
• Ronald McDonald: Join Ronald with
stories, songs, and magic at Beach Recreation
Center, Thursday, June 14, 10:45 a.m,; East.
Library, Thursday, June 14, 2 p.m.
• Drumming Circle: Encounter a rhythmic
experience at Main Library, Monday, June 18, 2
p.m.; Countryside Library, Tuesday, June 19, 2
p.m.; North Greenwood Library, Wednesday, June
20, 11 a.m.; East Library, Thursday, June 21, 2
p.m.
• Tricky Dogs: Watch a circus-style dog act
featuring four Terriers, one Poodle and their pet

with Promise program. The foundation is
dedicated to assisting charitable and educational
causes in the West Central Florida region. It aids
established not-for-profit organizations that work
with youth and families to help identify and create
programs which support positive social and
economic development within our communities.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers owner Malcolm Glazer
established the foundation in 1999. Since that
time, the Glazer Family Foundation has given
nearly S3 million in program grants, tickets and
merchandise to the Tampa Bay area. Visit
www.glazerfamilyfoundation.com for more
information.

The Asolo Repertory Theatre
Seeks Actors
The A*solo Repertory Theatre is seeking
actors, Equity and non-EqUity, for its 2007-2008
season, which performs in rotating repertory from
October through June. 2007-2008 Season
Information is posted on our website at
www.asolo.org.
WHEN: Saturday, June 16 @ 10am - 6pm;
with call backs on Monday, June 18
WHERE: FSU Center for the Performing
Arts (The Ringling Center), 5555 North Tamiami
Trail, Sarasota, FL.
HOW: Auditions are by appointment only by
calling 941-351-9010 Ext. 3312
Performers should prepare either two
contrasting monologues or one monologue and
one song of 16 bars (bring sheet music). An
accompanist will be provided.
• Please bring a non-returnable headshot with
resume attached to the back.

Available roles:
A TALE OF TWO CITIES - (a new musical)
based on Charles Dickens 1859 novel (a preBroadway Event).
• Little Gaspard (age range 7-10): non singing
role/ensemble singing required. Gaspard’s young
son. Run down and killed by the carriage of the
Marquis St. Evremondes. Non-Equity.
• Male actors, 20s to 30s: strapping/athletic
young men 5’ 11” or taller to play soldiers and
attendants - non-singing role. Non-Equity.

EOUUS

• Male actor 20s - 30s: "Must be tall with an
athletic build, and strong movement/dance
capabilities, Also must be able to do an upperclass British accent. Equity.
• 1 actor/actress 20s - 30s: Must have an
athletic build,' and strong movement/dance
capabilities. Non-Equity.
UNDERSTUDIES

• 1 actress, 50s to 60s: Intelligent, sharp, and
witty. Can play maternal, but also has great
commanding presence. Acerbic and observant.
Non-Equity
• 1 actor, 50s to 60s: Character actor, can play
humor. Slightly world-worn. Wise and with a
slight hint of mischief in his bearing. Non-Equity.
• 1 actress, late 30s to 50: African-American.
Businesslike and shrewd, yet can also play
vulnerability. Has a quiet strength and grace about
her. Capable, self-aware, and self-sufficient of
bearing. Non-Equity.
All significant roles are understudied. The
Asolo Repertory Theatre is committed to equal
opportunity employment and a flexible, nontraditional casting policy. “Non-traditional casting”
is defined as the casting of ethnic minorities,
senior actors, female actors or actors with
disabilities in roles where race, ethnicity, age, sex
or ability is not germane.

Don’t Forget Father’s Day! Surprise dad with a special message in the Challenger]
Call Today! 896-2922
&
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Saturday June 9th - Outdoor cooking & grilling contest. 2401 Central
Ave, St. Petersburg, 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Call Johnnathan at 727-214-7061
or come by Gillie’s at 2401 Central Ave for more information.
Monday, June 11 - Bidding On Contracts With the City Of St.
Petersburg. 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. sponsored by City of St. Petersburg’s Business
Assistance Center at 33-6th Street South (Corner of First Avenue South and 6th
Street). Call today to register! 727-893-7146.

Saturday June 16 - The Black Business Bus Tour, 1 Year Anniversary
Tour. Buses Depart at 9:00 a.m. from the Historical Harbor Club, 915 E. Grant
Ave. Tampa, FI. 33604. GET ON THE BUS!! R.S.V.P. today! Call 813-394-6363.
Vendors welcome. Be a Sponsor or Host a Bus.
Sunday, June 17, July 15, Aug. 19, and Sept. 16 - The Jazz Club of
Sarasota is presenting a new series of casual concerts called Jazz at 2
Sunday. The series will be held monthly at the Glenridge Performing Arts
Center, 7333 Scotland Way, Sarasota.
Jazz at 2 Sunday was created in response to numerous requests from
individuals in the community and musicians to have jazz in an intimate setting
continuing throughout the summer. Each session will run from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Between sets the audience will have a chance to find out about the musicians’
careers and ask questions.
Leading off the series will be pianist Mike Markaverich on Sunday, June 17.
Following will be pianist/vocalist Lillette Jenkins-Wisner on Sunday July 15;
flautist/vocalist Debbie Keeton and bassist Gary Deary on Sunday, August 19.
Entertainment for the final summer date, September 16, will be announced
soon.
For more information, call the Jazz Club of Sarasota, 941-366-1552, or visit
www.jazzclubsarasota.com.
Sunday, June 17th - The 100 Black Men of Tampa Bay, Inc. will host the
3rd Annual Juneteenth Celebration at the Westin Harbour Island Hotel on
Sunday, June 17th at 6 p.m. The event, themed “Beyond Freedom: A Glance at
Fathers, Family and Faith”
The 2007 Juneteenth is hosted by DeAnna Sheffield, VP of Partnership
Development and Recruitment of Big Brothers Big Sisters of Tampa and
previous news reporter for WTSP-TV Channel 10. “The 100” will also honor
some of Tampa’s outstanding fathers with “Father of the Year” awards. For
more information and tickets log on to www.100bmtb.org or call (813)903-9247.

Monday, June 18 - Adult Weight Training at Newtown Estates Park
Gymnasium, .2800 Newtown Blvd., Sarasota. Come use our free weights and
machines from 10 a.m. to 1 pdrh.. This is a drop-in program with nd instructor
present. Open Monday through Friday to men and women ages 18 and over.
Locker room and showers are also available. Weight room availability is subject
to change without notice. For more information contact the Sarasota County
Call Center at 941-861-5000.
Monday, June 18 - Seniors in Action at Robert L. Taylor Community
Complex, Auditorium, 1845 34th St., Sarasota. Join other seniors for exercise,
po-keno, ceramics, line dancing, bingo and birthday celebrations. Open to
seniors 50 and over. Brought to you by the Senior Friendship Center and the
Robert L, Taylor Community Complex. Event is free and occurs on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday. For more information contact the Sarasota County Call
Center at 941-861-5000.
Monday, June 18 - Theatrical Arts Classes at Robert L. Taylor Community
Complex, Room A, 1845 34th St., Sarasota. Join this fun theatrical and dance
group! Open Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. for ages 10 and up.
Registration is required for this free program. Call Carl at 941-861-5000 for
more information.

Tuesday, June 19 to Wednesday, June 20 - Free Diabetes Screenings
offered from 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Kmart, 2800 34th Street N, St.
Petersburg. For more information call 800-713-3301.
Wednesday, June 20 - Becoming Storm Savvy: Busting Hurricane
Myths. Pinellas Park Public Library. 7770-52nd St. N., Pinellas Park. Time:
2:00 p.m. Hurricane season affects every person, every year. During this onehour presentation, a Pinellas County hurricane expert will bust many persistent
myths. Get answers to your questions, learn the right way to prepare for the
season and walk awaywith valuable information that may save your life. Call
(727) 541-0719 or visit www.pinellascounty.org/emergency.
Thursday, June 21 - Teens Open-mike at American Pie Restaurant, 446
W. Dearborn St., Englewood. The Elsie Quirk Library and American Pie
Restaurant are partnering to offer teen musicians and singers ages 11-17 a
place to perform their music from 5:30 to 9 p.m.. At the beginning of the open
mike, we will hear from a guest speaker about how to create and promote your
own CD. Teens must call to register during weekday business hours. For more
information contact the Sarasota County Call Center at 941-861-5000.

Friday, June 22nd - The Minority Development Committee (MDC) of the
American Cancer Society’s Pinellas County Unit proudly announces its 18th
Annual Charity Gala, at the St. Petersburg Yacht Club, 11 Central Avenue.
The committee will once again host its many loyal supporters for an evening of
fine dining, entertainment and promotion of the program theme: “Take Control
of Your Health by Making Healthy Lifestyle Changes.” The benefit affair will
kick-off with a 6 p.m. Social Hour followed by dinner at 7 p.m.
For information, call Committee Chairperson Mary S. Jones at (727) 8677702. Tickets may be purchased from any member of the Minority Development
Committee.
Saturday, June 23 - Bring your bike to North Sarasota Library’s Second
Annual Bike Rodeo at North. Sarasota Library parking lot, 2801 Newtown
Blvd., Sarasota. The Bike Rodeo is a test of the riders’ skills and ability to follow
rules and directions. The goal is to make better riders in rural and urban
environments. Participants are required to correctly wear bicycle helmets. Free
helmets will be available for those who need one. Registration required. 10 a.m.
- 12:30 p.m. For more information contact the Sarasota County Call Center at
941-861-5000.
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• Gain third-party credibility by sending the
media news releases. Limit copy to one page, if
possible, and send releases to local and region
al media when you have an important story to
tell.

• Looking for a good breakfast or lunch at
a reasonable price? Visit Blue Nile, 1600
18th Ave. S. Blue Nile also has a variety of
snacks and light groceries. Call 894-6515.
• St Pete Cafe, 1939 Central Ave., has
new owners. Ada Capellan and Carmen
Rodriguez invite you to partake of their
Latin specialties, sandwiches, soups, sal
ads and assorted desserts. Catering for
private parties up to 25 people is also
available. Open Monday to Friday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 823-2731 or fax your
order to 823-2770.

• Visit House of Styles, 3059 18th Ave. S,
Midtown’s newest hair salon and barber
shop. The atmosphere is upscale and the
service is excellent. Open Tuesday to
Saturday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Licensed
Barbers are needed. Cali 321 -6263 for an
appointment; Walk-ins welcome.
• Does your hair need help? Hair For You
Beauty Supplies, 1502 16th St. S, has a
wide variety of hair pieces and other spe
cialty products. Cali 821-9602.

• T-Shirt University, 1566 16th St. S, fills
aii of your custom wear needs! They do it
all: graphics, screen printing, embroidery,
banners, signs & more! Call 641-1494.
• Betty J. Dyfes Realty, Inc., licensed real
estate broker, provides quality service
and expertise in residential, commercial,
property management and mortgages.
For all of your real estate needs, contact
Betty at 894-9752 or drealty2@tampabay.tr.com. Learn more about services
provided by Dyles Realty at mortgagewritersinc.com
• Dreaming of home ownership? Make it
happen! The St Petersburg Neighbor
hood Housing Services, NeighborWorks
Homeownership Center, 1600 MLK St. S,
can assist you with improving your credit
score, budgeting and financial manage
ment skills. SPNHS offers private coun
seling, first mortgage referrals, choice of
builders, homebuyer education, down
payment & closing cost assistance,
selections of model and floor plans,
rehabs and room additions. Call 8216897 ext 121.
• Summertime is almost here! Take
advantage of our summer hours to spruce
up your landscaping with some beautiful
Florida native plants. Twigs & Leaves, a
Florida native plant nursery, at 1013 Dr.
MLK St. S, Open Monday to Friday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday, noon to 5 p.m.
Closed
Wednesday. Caii 492-9906.

5 Tips for Using PR to Your
Advantage by SCORE®, Counselors
to America’s Small Business:

• Public relations should be an important
part of your marketing effort. Use it to
promote special events such as grand
openings, and to build the image of your
business in the public eye.

• Maintain relations with the markets you serve.
By following the trends and news that affect
your market, you will become the “town
expert.” The public and the media will come to
you for your opinion or to learn about market
place trends.
• Sponsor a radio or TV public service
announcement (PSA) for a local charity. This will
give you name recognition and show communi
ty support.

Jun. 8 * St. Pete Shuffle. St. Pete Shuffleboard
Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. 7 to 11 p.m. A hip
twist on an old game with music and art. Free.
www.stpeteshuffle.com or 867-7228.

Jun. 8 to 10 • St Pete Times Boat Sale.
Tropicana Field, One Tropicana Dr. Fri. 10 a.m. to
6 p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.; Sun. 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Show and sale of boats, boating acces
sories and more. 825-3137.
Jun, 9 • Speak St Pete - World Environment and
World Ocean Day. Mahaffey Theater, 400 1 st St,
S, 10 a.m, A celebration of United Nations
internationat Days. Lineup includes Emmy-Award
winning actor Ed Begley, Jr. and Environmentalist
Philippe Cousteau. $15. www.speakstpete.com
or 892-5767.

Jun. 9 • Hurricane Preparedness Expo. BayWaik,
2nd Ave. & 2nd St. N. 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Learn how
to prepare for hurricane season; enjoy entertain
ment, face painters and more. Free, www.baywalksfoete.com or 384-6000.
Jun. 9 • International Young Eagles Day & Open
House, Albert Whitted Airport, 451 8th Ave. S.E.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Part of an international celebra
tion giving youth ages 8 to 17 the opportunity to
learn about aviation and take flight with a pilot.
Free, www.awaps.org or 822-1532.

Jun. 9 & 10 • Tampa Bay Caribbean Carnival.
Vinoy Park, Bayshore Dr. & 5th Ave. N.E. Sat.
noon to 10 p.m., Sun. parade 10 a.m., festival 1 to
9 p.m. Calypso and steel drum music, authentic
Caribbean food, dancing, music and colorful
costumed parade on Sunday. $10 one day; $15
two day; free children under 12, www.tampacarnivai.com or 327-1277.
Jun. 12 to 14 • Tampa Bay Devil Rays vs. San
Diego Padres. Tropicana Field, One Tropicana Dr.
www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-RAYS.

Jun. 16 • Juneteenth. Campbell Park, 601 14th
St, S. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Festival featuring a
Gospel Extravaganza, jazz music by Gerald
Veasley, comedy by Steffon Vann, dancing,
speakers, carnival games, food, medical screen
ings and social service exhibitors. Celebrates the
signing of the Emancipation Proclamation. Free.
www.juneteenth-stpete.org or 743-6792.
Jun. 16 & 17 • Pinellas Living Green Expo.
Coliseum, 535 4th Ave. N. Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Sun. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Family event that promotes
informed decision making and taking actions to
create more healthy and sustainable living with
less impact on the environment. Free, www.pineliasiivinggreenexpo.org or 892-5202,

Get involved in your community. Join
e chamber of commerce, business
ganizations, service clubs and charijs. Network yourself and keep your

PR TIPS continued next column.
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If you think there might be

a warrant for your arrest...

Please call

(727) 322-0664

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Avoid the embarrassment of being

ARRESTED!

Christian Preschool seeking
FT/Permanent Teacher

a <

CDA preferred; minimum 2
years exp. required and
Teacher (FT/Summer Only)
exp. required.
Call (727) 823-9370

WEBB S
With a special address by:

AH proceeds will
go to wards Dr.
Walter Smith
Library.

Mistress of Ceremonies:

Bail
Bonb »

Easy Payment
Plans

CLEARWATER INSURANCE

Collateral
it always needed

AGENCY NOW TAKING

826 49th St. S.
St. Pete FI. 33707

PERSONAL
LINES CUSTOMER SERVICE

APPLICATIONS FOR

AND PROCESSORS POSITIONS.
Dr. Glenn Cherry, President/CEO,

PICK OF THE
WEEKI

Pam Oliver,

WTMP Radio Station:

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY,

BUT A WILLINGNESS TO WORK

11-13-19
21-26-26

Sports Commentator

AND PRODUCE INSURANCE

AND YOU, it just won’t be the same without YOU, YOU,

APPLICATIONS.
CASH

3

CALL (727) 210-0522,

YOU, AND ESPECIALLY YOU!
For further information, contact:

140

596

Q~72.

051

683

221

ASK FOR “ED PASSMORE”

1. Mary White Darby (FAMU Tampa Alumni Chapter President):

(813)620-0490

2. Foster Barber Shop: Nathaniel Foster or Ben Wright:
(813) 254-3593
3. The Weekly Challenger: (727) 896-2922

ILe are counting on your contribution towards making

3-8

4-5

2-1

this an evening to remember!

1-4

8-1

7-6

/

PH: {727)768-7529

Join the American-Stroke Association and spiritual
and community leaders in a movement to raise
awareness, lift voices and free African Americans
from disability and death caused by stroke.

SCORPIO’S

1"

W UNIVERSITY
“ WE GOT IT ! ”

Tq
,

m more Qbont Power To EndStroke,
call (727) 563-8087

Ws/t 5troReassociation.org.

CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
1550 16TH ST. S.
EML: scORPios2tnstf»YAMnnnnM

New Port Richey
Southgate Apartments
62+ lbr $435.00
Minimum income required $1400.00
adjacent to Southgate Shopping Centre
727-847-1110
EHO

Power To End Stroke

T-SHIRTS. UNIFORMS SPORTSWEAR . FAMILY REUNIONS . MEMORIALS

PH: {727)823-2500

DOG DAYS

L

GRAPHICS . SCREEN PRINTING . EMBROIDERY. BANNERS . SIGNS A MORE 1

>■

i

L*'-
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BLACK MUSIC & HISTORY
frican-American music (also

■Bl

as

List of Musical
Genres
of the African
Diaspora

race music) is an umbrella term given to a range of musical genres emerging from

or influenced by the culture of African-Americans, who have tong constituted a large
ethnic minority of the population of the United States. They were originally brought

to North America to work as enslaved peoples in cotton plantations, bringing with

them typically polyrhythmic songs from hundreds of ethnic groups across West and
The details of each of the genres listed

sub-Saharan Africa. In the United States, multiple cultural traditions merged with

below can be found on wikipedia.com

influences from polka, waltzes and other European music. Later periods saw
considerable innovation and change. African-American genres are the most

1935-10-10. The cast of Porgy and Bess during the
Boston fry-out prior to the Broadway opening.

African American music
Bluegrass

important ethnic vernacular tradition in America as they have developed

Blues

independent of African traditions from which they arise more so than any other

J

Cajun music

immigrant groups, including Europeans; make up the broadest and longest lasting

Disco

range of styles in America; and have, historically, been more influential,

Doo-wop

interculturally, geographically, and economically, than other American vernacular

Funk

traditions (Stewart 1998, p.3). African-American music is celebrated during Black
Music Month in June of each year in the United States.

Source: wikipedia.com

Go Go

African American, also known as black music has
long been popular with people of all ethnic
backgrounds throughout the United States. Here
the Slayton Jubilee Singers perform in Nebraska
about 1910.

Gospel

Hip Hop Music

Jazz

Neo Soul

Ragtime

Young Entrepreneurs Merge
Musical Generations
By: ERSULA KNOX ODOM
Editor

Agape Production Group debuted Friday
June 1 at Mangroves bar and Grille in Tampa
with an array of music from the past and present
featuring selections from such greats as Duke
Ellington, Stevie Wonder, and The Dixie Chicks.
The performance was absolutely professional
from the first word to the last song.
The word Agape means a thoughtful, active,
divine, unconditional, and self-sacrificing love,
known to many as the highest and most
respectful form of love. Agape is the love the
organization members possess for their industry
and each other.
• The founding members of Agape met at
Howard W. Blake High School for The
Performing Arts during the schools numerous

productions and concerts. It was during these
times that the group bohded; through many
rehearsals and free time, they would craft their
own versions of popular culture through original
interpretation. Although most of them branched
out into other regions of the country in pursuit of
their crafts, they remained in constant
connection with each other and always envisioned
a joint venture between themselves. In January
2007, the group became serious about working
together, and decided to make it official; thus
began the Agape Production Group. Darren
Mallet, founder of Agape Production Group;
Shannon Legrand, Director of Music; Tiffany
Hubert, Director of Creative Services and Press;
Lawrence Barnes II, actor; Anye Cole, vocalist;
Nadia Darius, writer and vocalist; Christian
Michael, vocalist and musician; and Trumaine
Lamar, vocalist, song writer and producer.

Rhythm and blues
Rock and roll

Soul Music

Spirituals

Agape Production Group is a non-profit
incorporation dedicated to providing positive
and high-quality material for performing artists
of color. APG plans on introducing up-andcoming artists to the industry in a tasteful
manner. We intend to improve the number of
individuals of color behind the scenes and
therefore, present a new light oh the minority
perspective and portrayal in the media: By doing
the latter, Agape hopes to be the premier outlet
for minority writers to produce their visions.
Future projects include; Youth Performance
Clinics emphasizing the arts; individual debuts
from the vocal and theatrical talents; and
community outreach through a forum specialized
in bridging today’s youth with tomorrows
promise.
Tor Additional information visit Agape’ at their
website at www.agapeproductiongroup.com.

Swing

Zydeco

.

Brazilian music

Afoxe
Capoeira music

Maracatu
Samba-reggae
Samba
Black British Music
•

Drum and bass

•4 Garage

•

Grime

Cape Verdean music

•

Morna

Music of the Dominican Republic
•

Bachata

•

Merengue

Music of Ecuador
•

Bambuco

•

Bomba (Ecuador)

France

Tiffany Hubert, Lawrence Barnes II, Shannon Legrand, Anye Cole, Christian
Michael, Trumaine Lamar, Darren Mallett, and Nadia Darius.

Shannon Legrand, Anye Cole, Nadia Darius, Darren Mallett, Christian
Michael

•

French hip hop

•

RaY

Garifuna music
•

Music of Belize

•

Music of Honduras

•

Hunguhuhgu

Jamaica

Dancehall
Dub

Lovers rock

Mento
Ragga

Reggae
Rocksteady

Roots reggae
Ska

Shannon Legrand, Anye Cole, Nadia Darius

Agape performers, front: Nadia Darius, Christian Michael, Darren Mallett,
Anye Cole, Shannon Legrand and their respective parents behind them.

Peru
•

Lando

•

Festejo

•

Cueca

Features Common To Most African-American Music Styles Include:
Puerto Rico

Call and response a form of “spontaneous verbal and non-verbal interaction between speaker and listener in which all of the
statements (‘calls’) are punctuated by expressions (‘responses’) from the listener”

•

Vocality (or special vocal effects): guttural effects, interpolated vocality, falsetto, Afro-melismas, lyric improvisation, vocal
rhythmization

Uruguay and Argentina

Blue notes are notes sung or played at a lower pitch than those of the major scale for expressive purposes.

•

Bomba

Candombe

Rhythm: syncopation, concrescence, tension, improvisation, percussion, swung note

Siddi music

Texture: antiphony, homophony, polyphony, heterophony

•

Harmony: vernacular progressions; complex multi-part harmony, as in spirituals and barbershop music
Source: wikipedia.com
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STATE NEWS
Scientists: Prescription Drugs Ending Up
In Florida Sharks
SARASOTA (AP) - Sharks in one
Florida river are getting a dose of human
medicine, and now scientists want to know if
it’s a prescription for trouble.
Scientists recently found traces of
prescription antidepressants, cholesterol
lowering drugs and synthetic estrogens in
the blood of young bull sharks in the
Caloosahatchee River on Florida’s southwest
Gulf Coast.
This summer, they’ll study the issue
more widely. On Friday, scientists with Mote
Marine Laboratory fished for bull sharks as
part of research to find out what drugs the
sharks encounter most and whether the doses
are large enough to alter how they behave
and reproduce.
The sharks come into contact with

treated waste water which includes traces of
the medications previously identified as the
cholesterol-reducer
Lipitor,
various
antidepressants such as Prozac and Zoloft,
synthetic estrogens used in birth-control
pills, and anti-inflammatory drugs such as
Celexa.
The Caloosahatchee receives treated
wastewater from several sewer plants and
passes by numerous septic-system dependent
communities. And while the water is treated,
and treatment systems are good at removing
bacteria, they are not designed to remove
drugs, which may have been flushed down
the toilet or excreted by humans taking the
medications.
To get a sense of the effect of drugs on
sharks over time, scientists are tagging them

with chemical-absorbing discs. The discs
will absorb chemicals from the environment
and be compared with chemical quantities in
the sharks’ blood. That will help scientists
estimate how well the sharks absorb the
chemicals they encounter.
“We don’t really have a good sense of
how much is in the environment and we
have certainly very little information on
what the impacts are,” said Jim Gelsleichter,
of the Mote Marine Laboratory, who is
leading the study.
Bull sharks are a good species to study
because young sharks spend a year
swimming in brackish waters and therefore
come into greater contact with human
contaminants^ including treated waste water.

No PIP Puts Florida Drivers On Dangerous Road
By: STEVEN GREENBERG, M.D.

Florida’s roadways are about to become
more dangerous, its residents left less
protected and its courtrooms more crowded.
Since the 1970s, Personal Injury Protection
(PIP) has protected drivers and family
members injured in car accidents, regardless
of fault, with up to $10,000 in medical, lossof-pay and even funeral benefits. For the 40
percent of Floridians without health

insurance, it is the only means of paying for
medical costs related to a car accident.
From a fairness perspective, PIP spreads
the risk evenly among all drivers. We all
have to have it, we pay for our own coverage
and we all receive payment In the case of an
accident - regardless of fault.
Unless Florida’s legislators take action,
PIP - a law that has protected thousands of
Floridians from unnecessary financial,
emotional and legal duress - will expire on

October 1. Florida will become the only
state not to require drivers to carry auto
insurance. The result is higher taxes and
medical costs to pay for emergency room
visits by accident victims with no health
insurance, increased health and automobile
insurance rates and a strained legal system.
That is why we must demand that the
Legislators address PIP during the scheduled
special legislative session on June 12.

Weather Favors Friday Launch Of Shuttle
By: MIKE SCHNEIDER
CAPE CANAVERAL (AP) - NASA
started a countdown Tuesday toward the first
space shuttle flight of the year. Engineers
reported no major technical problems and
the weather forecast looked favorable for a
Friday launch.
The countdown clock began ticking on
schedule Tuesday at 9 p.m. EDT.
There was a 70 percent chance that the
weather would be suitable at 7:38 p.m. EDT
Friday, NASA’s first opportunity to launch
space shuttle Atlantis. The shuttle will carry
seven astronauts on an 11-day mission to
deliver a third pair of solar wings, which
help power the international space station.
They also will take three spacewalks to
continue construction of the orbiting outpost.
Thunderstorms are predicted for Friday
afternoon - normal for a Florida summer day
- but they should move inland by launch time,

said Kathy Winters, shuttle weather officer.
“For the coast here, the weather looks
reasonably promising for launch,” Winters
said.
NASA test director Steve Payne said
engineers faced no major glitches.
Beginning Friday, NASA has four
chances tolaunch Atlantis in five days. If the
shuttle hasn't gotten off the ground by June
12, the launch team will have to wait five
days to allow an Atlas rocket to try to launch
at neighboring Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station, Payne said.
The forecast for Saturday and Sunday
also was 70 percent favorable for a launch,
although the weather wasn't as promising on
those days at two emergency landing sites in
Europe.
The astronauts arrived at Kennedy Space
Center on Monday.
About the only hiccup was the prospect
of 569 workers at the Kennedy Space Center

going on strike as early as this weekend. The
workers rejected a contract offer last
weekend from United Space Alliance, the
space agency’s primary contractor for
preparing space shuttles for launch.
■ Kennedy Space Center has a 17,000person work force, and few of the workers
who might strike have any direct role in the
final preparations for space shuttle launches.
Payne said a strike would not affect a launch
and that there are other employees who could
fill the roles of striking workers if necessary.
The launch originally was set for midMarch but was postponed after a freak hail
storm caused thousands of dings in the
insulating foam on Atlantis’ external tank.
Technicians spent more than two months
making paim making repairs to the tank.
“We’re relieved that we are finally here,”
Payne said. “It has been a long wait... and it
looks like everything is falling into place
nicely.”

U.S. Army Corps Of Engineers Introduces
Kiosks In Creole In Miami Libraries

Florida Lottery retailers are vital to our

support of education. Thanks to them, we’ve
sent more than 300,000 high school

students to Florida colleges on Bright

Futures Scholarships; contributed more
than $17 Billion to education statewide;
and helped build, renovate and maintain

600 public schools. We couldn’t do it without

you, our players. When you play, we all win.

NORTH MIAMI BEACH - The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers has placed touch
screen kiosks at two public libraries in south
Florida to raise awareness of the
Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
(CERP), with a special focus on, Haitian
communities. The informative kiosks feature
a presentation about the Everglades
restoration plan and how to get involved The
Corps of Engineers has eight CERP kiosks,
often placed in public areas around south and
central^lorida.
In recognition of Haitian Awareness
Month,-, observed each May, the initial kiosk
presentation is now available in Creole, with
a full s translation planned later. These
Everglades restoration kiosks, with the
Creole overview, are now available for
viewing at the Lemon City Branch Library,
430 N.E. 61st Street, Miami, and the North

Miami Public Library, 835 N.E. 132nd Street,
North Miami.
“Libraries are the perfect place for the
kiosks,” said Nanciann Regalado, program
manager for the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Jacksonville District. “The kiosk
is a colorful and self-contained product that
will serve as an information tool to provide
an overview of CERP and how this $10.9
billion project will restore America’s River of
Grass. It is also fitting that the first kiosks in
Creole be introduced in these two libraries in
Miami-Dade County; as they serve larger
Haitian communities in Florida,” she added.
The kiosks will remain at the libraries
through June 2007. They will be placed in
other locations in the months and years ahead.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is a
federal agency that specializes in the
planning, engineering, construction and

management of large infrastructure projects.
Its Jacksonville District serves Florida and
the Caribbean. Missions include flood
damage
reduction,
water
resources
management, navigation, shore protection
and restoration, environmental restoration,
hazardous,
toxic,
and
radioactive
remediation, military support, and emergency
response.
The Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Plan, a plan designed to save the Everglades
and its related bays, lakes and rivers, calls for
a series of ecological and water system
improvements over the next 30 years. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the South Florida
Water Management District are implementing
CERP, the largest environmental restoration
project in history. For more information on
the kiosks, contact Bernadette Morris at
Sonshine Communications at 305-948-8063.

Children Charged With Starting
Small North Florida Fires
Florida Lottery®
Visit flalottery.com to learn how we’re
supporting education in your county
© 2007 Florida Lottery

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Three children have been charged with
starting a northeast Florida wildfire that destroyed a home and another
youth in the Panhandle was charged with starting a different fire with
a gasoline bomb over the Memorial Day weekend.
a'fiNone of the youths were identified by the Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services, which announced the arrests.
Both fires were quickly put out.
In the first case, three children from Clay County were charged

with starting a May 23 wildfire in Middleburg that burned 2 acres and
destroyed a home. It was started with fireworks the youths were using
They were charged with misdemeanor reckless burning of lands.
In the second case, a 16-year-old Jackson County youth was
charged with intentional burning of lands, a felony, for allegedly
tossing a burning gasoline-filled bottled into a wooded area near
Graceville, in Jackson County. The homemade bomb caused an acre
fire.
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NATIONAL NEWS
KFC Seeks ‘Hitmaker’ For Chance
To Record Theme Song During
Black Music Month Celebration
LOUISVILLE, KY- The search to find KFC’s
‘Hitmaker’ is on with the launch of the company’s
Pride 360° theme song contest. During Black
Music Month, KFC invites aspiring artists and
musicians to join the competition and submit their
best music for what could become KFC’s new
theme song for its Pride 360° program. The
winning artist, who creatively incorporates the
key words Individual, Family, Community,
Heritage and KFC into the song, will receive a
recording opportunity worth $5,000 and an
appearance on BET’s “Rap City.”
“During Black Music Month and through Pride
360°, KFC celebrates the positive ways AfricanAmerican music has contributed to and shaped
American society,” said James O’Reilly, chief
marketing officer for KFC. “Not only is the contest
a great opportunity for us to celebrate our belief in

the individual, family and community, more
importantly, it’s also our chance to give an
inspiring artist a shot at making a dream a reality.”
Artists may upload their audio submissions
(and artist/musician photo) at www.kfc.com/pride360
or mail them to KFC at 1900 Colonel Sanders
Lane, Louisville, KY, 40213, Attn: KFC Hitmaker.
Six finalists will be selected on July 13 and online
voting will begin July 20. Between July 20 and
Aug. 10, visitors to www.kfc.com will have the
opportunity to vote for their favorite version of
the Pride 360° theme song, and the winner will be
named the “KFC Hitmaker.”
The contest winner isn’t the only one who
comes out on top. One lucky online voter will be
randomly selected to win 360 $1 KFC gift checks
redeemable for 360 KFC Snacker® sandwiches, or
other menu items at participating locations.

Racial Discrimination Suit Over
Burial Plots Settled At Mobile
MOBILE, AL (AP)—A settlement in a
discrimination lawsuit requires a Mobile cemetery
firm to adopt new policies and procedures aimed at
ending a “public perception” that it sells racially
segregated burial plots.
The federal court suit was filed March 16,2006,
by Terry B. McCord, Joyce C. Abrams, Vanessa
Holloway and the Mobile Fair Housing Center. The
plaintiffs are black and have family members buried
in Lawn Haven Memorial Gardens.
Attorneys said both sides in the dispute reached
an agreement Wednesday that will address concerns
about separate burial practices for blacks and whites
at Lawn Haven and Serenity Memorial Gardens.
SLG Group Inc. owns and operates Serenity
Funeral Home, Serenity Memorial Gardens, Lawn
Haven Memorial Gardens and Gulf Coast Vault Co.,
all in Mobile County.
The “public perception” is that Lawn Haven was
for blacks and Serenity for whites, the settlement
agreement says.
The suit alleged that cemetery services offered at

Lawn Haven are inferior to those offered at Serenity.
The Fair Housing Center sent two people - one
black, one white - to Serenity to inquire about burial
services. They performed as “testers” recording how
the funeral home reacted to people of different races
but with similar circumstances.
When a black tester went to Serenity and
inquired about a burial plot, he was shown plots only
in Lawn Haven. During the drive to see the plots, the
salesman, who was white, drove past the sign
indicating the entrance to Serenity Memorial
Gardens, the lawsuit stated.
When a white tester went to Serenity and asked
about burial plots, the tester was told about both
Serenity Gardens and Lawn Haven and was shown
plots in Serenity Gardens.
The tester asked if she could choose plots in both
areas.
She was told that “all the gardens had been there
since 1940 and that Lawn Haven was built during
the years that blacks were segregated. So that is
where they are buried.”

Some Michigan Middle
Opponents Of School Closings
Schoolers Learn Ways To Reduce
Win Court Ruling
High Infant Mortality Rates
By: JEFF KAROUB
PONTIAC, MI (AP) - Shantaya McDaniel and
Victor Reyes, teenagers who are refreshingly
sensible for their age, now know what contributes to
the high death rate of infants in their city and steps
they can take to help keep babies alive.
Credit a six-week class called Crib Notes offered
at their Lincoln Middle School for helping them
apply lessons on healthy and proper eating, sleeping
and living.
It was more than an academic exercise.
Shantaya, 14, is helping her cousin and stepsister
with their babies. Victor, 15, is using his newfound
knowledge to help raise his 3-month-old son,
Giovonni.
Crib Notes, which was created and taught by
public health nurses, was designed to reduce infant
mortality in Pontiac, which has the highest rate in
Oakland County. If the program delivers on that
promise, it could serve as the catalyst for a larger
effort in a state with high infant mortality rates,
although not the highest in the nation. That
distinction goes to Washington, D.C., and
Mississippi,
State and federal experts on infant mortality,
including those at the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention, are unaware of similarly structured
programs in other states. And Crib Notes’ creators
say the hands-on program is uncommon in the way
it reaches and teaches children in middle school.
“When you look at middle school-age children,
these are kids that are crossing the bridge from
childhood into adolescence,” said Lois Winer, a
nursing supervisor for the county who oversees the
program.' 'We thought this was a perfect population
to begin to educate on... prevention.”
The message appears to be getting through.
Victor told his girlfriend and their respective parents,
who help raise Giovonni, about removing bumper
pads from the crib because he could be smothered.
He and Shantaya also have counseled family
members about sleeping with babies.
“We learned not to sleep on the couch,”
Shantaya said. “That’s what my mom did. She’s still
doing that. I had to tell her, ‘No, that’s not good.’”

HOMEOWNERS
continuedfrom front page
mediator between the borrower and lender.
With the help of a counselor, a homeowner
can work with his or her lender to develop a
reasonable action plan that will offer relief to the
borrower. Lenders are often willing to work with a
borrower to develop a plan of action designed to
put the family back on the financial road to
recovery.
“St. Petersburg Neighborhood Housing
Services, Inc. (SPNHS) is one of over 240
NeighborWorks organizations across the country
that provides homeownership education and
counseling,” said SPNHS President and Chief
Executive Officer Askia Muhammad Aquil.
“Counselor Roberta Bell and other members of
o.ur professional staff. can deploy a range of
services to help homeowners at risk. This
includes face-to-face counseling, bridge loans to

Funding is provided by the county, but money
from the state allows for home visits by nurses to
first-time, low-income pregnant women in Pontiac
with a focus on black mothers. A main goal is to
reduce infant mortality and the discrepancies
between black and white infant mortality rates.
In Pontiac, the infant mortality rate for all races
has decreased from 16.6 per 1,000 live births in
1998-2000 to 13.2 per l,00Q live births in 2003-05 _
still higher than the county’s average rate of 6.7 for
the most recent three-year period. Michigan’s
overall average infant mortality rate was 8.09 per
1,000, compared with the national average rate of
6.86, according to 20Q2-04 figures, the jnost recent
available from the CDC.
For that recent period, the nation’s capital had an
average of 11.42 deaths per 1,000 live births
followed by Mississippi, with 10.32 per 1,000.
D.C.’s infant mortality rate has dropped
dramatically from a high of 20.3 in 1989-91. The
rate for blacks decreased from 23.89 in 1989-91 to
14.8 in 2002-04.
Recognizing the high rates and racial disparity,
Congress in 1992 mandated a federally funded
research program, the D.C. Initiative to Reduce
Infant Mortality. One of its projects. Pride in
Parenting, provided primarily black mothers with
information about child health and resources
available to them through home visits,
developmental play groups and support groups.
Rather than using nurses for home visits, the
program recruited people from the mothers’
communities and trained them in child health and
development. Federal health officials said that has
led to higher acceptance than standard programs and
the mothers were more likely to begin child wellcare earlier, make frequent visits to the pediatrician
and complete scheduled immunizations.
In response to its high rates, Mississippi is about
to complete a similar, federally funded pilot study in
eight counties. The three-year program called
Closing the Gap on Infant Mortality; AfricanAmerican Focused Risk Reduction, is part of the
Department of Health and Human Services’ Healthy
Start Program. It’s also running in Michigan, South
Carolina and Illinois.

help borrowers falling behind in payments catch
up, counseling on refinance options, and rehab
loans for repairs and maintenance,” Aquil added.
For more information about avoiding
foreclosure call 888-995-HOPE or contact
SPNHS at (727) 821-6897 (www.stpetenhs.org).
About NeighborWorks America
NeighborWorks America provides financial
support, technical assistance and training for
communities across the nation through the
NeighborWorks network of over 235 nonprofit
organizations covering nearly 4,500 urban,
suburban and rural communities. These
organizations engage in revitalization strategies
that strengthen communities and transform lives.
In the last five years alone, NeighborWorks
organizations have generated more than $12
billion in reinvestment and helped more than
845,000 families of modest means purchase or
improve their homes, or secure safe, decent rental
or mutual housing.

WILMINGTON, Del. (AP) - A northern Chancellor Leo Strine Jr. agreed with the plaintiffs
Delaware school district cannot close any of its that city students wouldn’t get a fair shot at
schools in Wilmington because it has not complied attending schools near their homes if schools were
with a state law requiring that students be sent to closed before a Neighborhood Schools Plan was
approved.
schools closest to their homes, a judge has ruled.
“The plaintiffs’ argument is an intensely
The Christina School District has said that it
needs to close four out of six elementary schools in pragmatic one,” he said.
Strine blasted the district’s strategic plan, saying
the city and build a new school in the suburbs
because of declining enrollment in Wilmington and it allowed suburban kids to avoid being bused to
Wilmington, while most city kids would be forced
budget problems.
City officials and five parents whose children to travel approximately 15 miles down Interstate 95
attend targeted schools filed a lawsuit filed in March for the last seven of their 13-year public school
claiming that the closings were illegal because the careers.
district has failed to comply with the Neighborhood
Strine repeatedly noted the nonsensical makeup
of the school district, which is mostly in the Newark
Schools Act.
The act,sighed iri‘2000 by then-Gov. Tom area but includes an island of land in Wilmington.
New Castle County Councilman Jea Street said
Carper, required the four school districts in northern
Delaware to assign pupils to schools geographically he hopes Strine’s decision will force the legislature
closest to their homes, without regard to race. The to stop Christina from educating Wilmington’s
act dismantled a court-ordered school desegregation children.
“There’s no rational explanation for it,” he said.
plan that had been in place since 1978. The districts
were given until May 2003 to enact student “And it’s not just the geography. The district’s
administration made it clear that they don’t care
assignment plans.
But Christina, with the tacit consent of the state about city children. All they care about is satisfying
board, has been ignoring the law for four years, after suburban parents.”
Wilmington Mayor James M. Baker said the
submitting two plans that were rejected by the state
Board of Education. Noting that the district is split decision was the right one for city families.
“Our kids have the same rights as the suburban
into two separate, geographic areas, and that city
schools and suburban schools are “functionally kids,” he said.
Christina Superintendent Lillian Lowery said
interdependent,” the state board declared that the
district would be unable to comply with the act the district will come up with a new plan for the
without a comprehensive solution involving other next couple of school years. Lowery said she had
not spoken with the district’s attorneys about
school districts.
In a 73-page ruling issued Thursday, Vice possibly appealing the ruling.

National Medical Association
“Practitioner Of The Year”
Award Goes To FAMU Alumnus
(WASHINGTON)—Michael Early, Sr., M.D.,
a 1977 graduate of the Florida A&M University
(FAMU)
College
of
Pharmacy
and
Pharmaceutical Sciences has been named
“Practitioner of the Year” by5 the National Medical
Association (NMA). The av(ard will be presented
officially to Early this August at the NMA 2007
Annual Convention and Scientific Assembly in
Honolulu, Hawaii.
The NMA, located in Washington, D.C., is the
oldest and largest organization which represents
the interests of over 30,000 African-American
physicians and their patients. The Practitioner of
the Year Award recognizes the professional
careers of those who share in and who are
demonstrating the NMA’s commitment to address
critical issues of health care and medicine.
Early, who also attended the Morehouse
School of Medicine and earned his medical
degree from the Emory University School of
Medicine, is in private practice in Fort Valley, Ga.
Specializing
family medicine, his practice
emphasizes the prevention of disease and stress,
as well as early detection of diseases.
He employs a physician’s assistant, two
nurses, phlebotomists and suppert staff. His office
is highly visible in the community as it provides
medical services for all athletes in the Fort Valley

in

public school system and annual health fairs for
residents. Early is also the university physician for
Fort Valley State. “We are focusing on health
disparities,, and we are making a positive impact
right here in our community,” said Early. “I am
elated to be this year’s recipient of the NMA
Practitioner of the Year Award. It is another reason
why I must continue to do the best job that I can
while here on Earth.”
Early credits his background as a pharmacist
with giving him greater insight into the most
beneficial care for his patients. “Dr. Early
represents the essence of the kind of professionals
we strive to produce at FAMU,” said Dr. Henry
Lewis III, professor in the College of Pharmacy
and Pharmaceutical Sciences. “He has married the
practice of pharmacy with medicine to supply
quality health services that have been recognized
nationally, and we applaud his efforts in providing
outstanding patient care.”
Early is a licensed pharmacist in Georgia and
Florida. He received the Master Clinical Award
from the International Society on Hypertension in
Blacks in July 2006; in 1998 and 1999 he served
as medical chief of staff for the Peach Regional
Medical Center in Georgia, and he was selected as
the primary care physician for the 1996
Centennial Olympic Games in Atlanta, GA.
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OBITUARIES

Junior Lee
Bristol

Larry Bernard
Collins

Ora Mae
Strouse-Kleckley

Jamey Oneal
Lasseter

Minnie L.
Nixon

Matthew
Tillman

Bom on June 30,
1930 in Jasper, Florida
to the late Sumpter
Bristol, Sr. and Alice
Gibson Bristol. Junior
Lee Bristol departed this
life on May 24, 2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include a
son, Reginald Bristol
of St. Petersburg; two
daughters, Felicia Bristol
and Rosetta Davis, both
of St. Petersburg; brother,
Sumpter Bristol Jr. of
Ft. Lauderdale, FL; two
sisters, Florida Morgan
and Fannie Williams,
both of St. Petersburg;
thirteen grandchildren,
seven great-grandchildren
and a host of other
relatives and friends.

Bom on September
2, 1967 to the late Hilton
J. Collins, Sr. and Annie
Jackson-Collins, in St.
Petersburg, Larry Bernard
Collins departed this life
on May 23, 2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include four
brothers, Hilton J. Collins
Jr. (Josephine), Kenneth
Clark, Walter Collins and
Warren Witherspoon, all
of St. Petersburg; one
sister, HelenFaxon (Sam)
of Campbellton, FL; aunt,
Effie L. Thomas; uncle,
James Jackson; niece,
Maria Johnson (Hopeton);
three nephews, six great
nieces, a host of cousins
and other relatives and
loving friends.

Born on April 15,
1915 to the late Mr. Robert
and Annie Bell EadyStrouse in Douglas,
(Coffee County) GA.
Sister Ora Mae StrouseKleckley departed this
life on Sunday, May 27,
2007.
Those left to cherish
her memories include
a daughter, Phyllis A.
Kleckley (Roland Waller)
of St. Petersburg; adopted
daughter/niece, Sharon
Str ouse-washington
(Donnell) of St. Petersburg;
two goddaughters and a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends.
Creal funeral home

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

Bom on April 7, 1924
in Orlando, FL to the late
Mrs. Mamie Griffin
Blackmon and Mr. John
Lodge. Mrs. Minnie L.
Nixon departed this life
on Thursday, May 24,
2007.
Those left to cherish
her memories include two
children, Dee Nixon-Barth
(Tonie) of New York,
and Timothy Nixon of
St. Petersburg; Stepson,
George Nixon (Rose) of
St.
Petersburg;
four
children, Larry Bullock,
Sheila Bullock-Miller
(William), Gary Bullock
and Horace Bullock, all
of St. Petersburg; six
grandchildren,
eight
great-grandchildren and
a host of cousins, other
relatives and friends.

Bom on December 10,
1923 to the late Attaway
and Lottie Tillman in
St. Petersburg. Matthew
Tillman Departed this
life on Tuesday, May 29,
2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include a
devoted wife, Emma
Tillman of St; Petersburg;
three daughters, Cynthia
Tillman-Jones (Harry),
Brenda Tillman-Dunbar
and Shartell Tillman,
all of St. Petersburg; one
sister, Mary Roundtree
of St. Petersburg; four
grandchildren, six great
grandchildren and a host
of
cousins,
nieces,
nephews and friends.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

Bom on June 10, 1973
to Betty Jean Lasseter and
the late Joseph Lasseter,
Sr. Jamey Oneal Lasseter
departed this life on
Sunday, May 27, 2007.
Those left to cherish
his memories include
mother, Betty Jean Lasseter,
sons, Jamey Lasseter, Jr. of
Bradenton, FL and Jamal
Lasseter of St. Petersburg;
daughters, Shabreal Lasseter
and Jamecia Lasseter, both
of St. Petersburg; Sister,
Alfreda Lasseter of Raleigh,
NC; brothers, Phillip
Lasseter, Jonathan Lasseter,
both of St. Petersburg,
Joseph Lasseter, Jr. (Debra)
of Muscatine, IA and
Arnold Mosley, Sr. (Debra)
of San Antonio, TX; a host
of aunts, uncles, nieces,
nephews, cousins and loyal
friends^

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

CREAL FUNERAL HOME

Author Sorry To See Record Soles Of Grief Books
KANAB, UT adit’s been an odd year for author Howard
Bronson. Sales of two books he wrote over a decade ago have
suddenly gone through the roof, but not for the reasons he would
prefer. It began as the tainted pet food story grew which sparked
sales of his book Dog Gone - Coping With The Loss ofA Pet. At

first, Bronson noted a small increase of just a few hundred copies,
but in the last few weeks the increase has been in the thousands.
“This tells me two things,” says Bronson, “First is the obvious
element that people cherish their pets, but secondly and more
distrubing is that this means far more animals have died from this

K
“A Piece of Mipd, at tfre Tiiqe of Need”

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

Owner Dwayne E. Matt
and Immaculate Matt
and family

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket,

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

Vault, Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

11801 -U.S. 19 N.

“Service Is tfre Soul’s Highest Calllpg”

Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.ED.

Clearwater, FL
Prince and Edna Matt

(727) 328-0466

SMITH os
FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE
------- SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987 —

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral Industury.
Consider us first for oil of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

727-572-4355

“It’s all taken care or’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG
Affordable and Compassionate

3301 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg

(727) 323-8132

Lisa M. Speights
LFD and Owner

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602
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State Approved Pre-Funeral

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours"
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

than have been publicly revealed.”
Then came yet another senseless tragedy: the brutal killing of
thirty students in Virginia. Immediately, queries and sales of
Bronson’s classic Early Winter: Learning to live Love and Laugh
Again After a Painful Loss have increased ten-fold. “I never
designed the books for situations like these,” lamented Bronson
who was at first upset by the reasons for the sales increase, “But the
perponderance of emails express a gratitude for a comforting
resource like these books,” he said.
Bronson further notes that interest in Early Winter as a result of
the shootings, has been worldwide indicating a “universal global
support for the suffering Of these victims and their loved-ones.”
Bronson, who has written a series of both healing and
empowerment vehicles, gets the toughest questions: How can I
cope, what words can matter to a parent who has just lost their child
for any reason? “This is an unfathomable pain that naturally induces
great degrees of grief and unimaginable suffering,” notes Bronson,
“But it’s important to note that grief and the love that surrounds the
grieving are the conditions that allow for the slow process of
coming to terms with these great losses.” Bronson adds, “Nothing
will make the sadness go away completely, but ultimately, we have
to understand that those we’ve lost would want us to carry on and
live for them.”
The only problem at present is that there aren’t all that many of
these two books remaining in stock, probably no more than 10,000,
mostly found on line. Bronson suggests that people first check their
local libraries and, he is also arranging for the books to be made
available as e-books at his direct cost through Amazon.com.
“Nothing changes what happened but we can all work together to
contribute what we can fo promote a degree of healing.”

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg/Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service

Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING--------------BETHEL METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church in “Lifting Psalms to the
Most High God ofHeaven throughout 2007” extends an invitation
to the community to join us as we communicate God’s Word at
10:00 a.m. service on Sunday, Sunday School at 9:00 a.m. and
Bible Study and Teen Summit on Wednesday evening, at 7:00 p.m.
We also encourage the community to make use of our Prayer Line.
(321-9645)
Pathways to Progress Pathfinders Summer Camp have begun
and will run through August 21, 2007. The hours of operation are
7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Activities will include swimming, bowling,
skating, library, movies, arts and crafts, Bible trivia, tutoring,
Adventure Island, Busch Gardens and much more. If you are
looking for a safe place that will be loads of fun for your children
ages 5-12 years, Pathfinders is the place. For additional information
call (727) 328-2409.

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under the leadership of
its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the Reverend Brian Kenneth
Brown, its official staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark, extend to the community at large, its wishes
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon their lives.
St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and thirsting after the enlightened Word of
God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to work and partner in
unity, praising God for His awesome gift, His son, Jesus Christ.
Calendar for June
June 5-8
June 8

Upcoming Events:
June 10

June 4-8

Vacation Bible School
7:00 p.m.
June 9

Church Family Picnic
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Maximo Park
June 24

Tribes Day

FRIENDSHIP MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
“I will praise you, for you have answered me, and have become
my salvation. The stone which the builders rejected has
become the chief cornerstone. This was the Lord’s dping; it is
marvelous in our eyes. This is the day the Lord has made, we
will rejoice and be glad in it............... Psalm 118:21-24

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s anointed and appointed leader of
Friendship Missionary Baptist Church. A Pastor who lives and
walks in the spirit; the official staff and the entire Friendship Family
located at 3300 31st. Street South, graciously extend to all an
invitation to worship with us as we pray and praise God through his
delivered Word in celebration of our church’s 79th Anniversary and
Mortgage Burning Victory Celebration. We praise and thank God
for his marvelous works.
We celebrate 79 years as laborers in the vineyard. In 1998, God
provided a place for us to worship Him in “spirit and in truth”, and
then blessed us to be debt free in March of 2007. He has blessed us
so that we can be a blessing to others. What a mighty God we serve.
We will continue to celebrate our 79th Church Anniversary
and Mortgage Burning Victory Celebration with “seven days of
prayer, praise and preaching.” Our Theme: “LET THE CHURCH
REJOICE”.
Week Night Services starting at 7:00 p.m. are as follows:

Thursday, June 7 - Keynote Preacher: Pastor Walter Houston,

Greater Peace Baptist Church, Cleveland, Ohio.
Devotional Messenger, Pastor William Mark Greene, Travelers
Rest Baptist Church, St. Petersburg, Florida.
Special Guest Soloist: Evangelist Delores Franklin, Salvation and
Praise Worship Center, Avon, Indiana.
Sunday, June 10 7:45 a.m. Worship Service - Keynote Preacher - Dr. Larry Mills,

Moderator for West Coast Baptist Association and Pastor of Mt.
Sinai Missionary Baptist Church, Orlando, Florida.
11:00 am. Worship Service - Family and Friends Reconnection
Keynote Preacher -. Dr. James B. Sampson, President of Florida
General Baptist Convention, Inc., and Pastor of First New Zion
Missionary Baptist Church, Jacksonville, Florida.
4:00 p.m. - Mortgage Burning Victory Celebration - Keynote
Preacher: Dr. W.O. Wells, Pastor of Greater St. Paul Baptist Church,
Cocoa, Florida.
“This is the day that the Lord has made,
we will rejoice and be glad in it. ”

District Sunday School and B.T.U. Congress in
Indiantown, FL
Continued Celebration of Pastor Brian K. Brown’s
12th Anniversary, 7:00 p.m. with Rev. Earnest
Jones and the Galilee M.B. Church
Pastor Brian K. Brown’s Anniversary Celebration
Finale; 10:45 a.m. Service with Rev. Dr.
Bartholomew Banks and the St. John Progressive
M.B. Church of Tampa, FL
4:00 p.m. Service with Rev. Dr. C. T. Kirkland and
the Mt. Pleasant M.B. Church of Tampa, FL

St. Mark Offers ...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of all ages.

Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members
and the general public are invited to come out and study the Bible
with us and learn “What Baptists Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held every Monday
at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers Meeting is held every Tuesday at
7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every Thursday at
9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday evening at
7:00 p.m.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Closed until start of 2007-2008
School Year
St Mark Technology Lab: Summer Hours: the St. Mark Computer
Lab will be open and available for use on Tuesday evenings from 5:30
pm. to 8:30 p.m. Thursday Morning hours are TBA. Wednesday hours
are suspended until August The lab is available for St. Mark members as
well for members of the community. We invite you to come learn basic
information about how to use a computer and how to use Word or Excel
software to complete letters, reports or projects.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

The New Hope family invites you to worship with us on
Sunday morning. Our morning begins at 7:45 with Early Morning
Service. Sunday school begins at 9:00 with classes available for all
ages! Bring the entire family to leam more about our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope Male Chorus
leading the congregation in praise. The Music team consists of
Michael McKenny, Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey
Givens. The Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed Pastor,
Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to have you
worship with us!
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study (Adult and Youth) will be held on Wednesday
evening at 7:00. Bring the entire family to leam more about our
Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at 11:00.
“Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous availeth much.”
Come let’s praise God together.
UPCOMING EVENTS

June 10
Birthday Celebration with the Pastor
(January - June)
June 16
Youth Evangelism Explosion Conference
Couples Ministry Renew Vows
June 18-22
Vacation Bible School
June 24
Youth Who Cook
Church Engagement: Rock of Jesus M.B. Church

June 30
Teacher Appreciation Brunch

“Prayer should be our first response rather than our last resort. ”

Acclaimed International Artist, Jonathan Butler,
Releases Most Personal And Reflective CD To Date
NEW YORK, NY - Jonathan also moved to England, with his wife, Barenese, and their children.
Butler has led a life few could imagine. Says Jonathan, “I came to the West seeking artistic and personal
Bom under the shadow of South freedom. While my albums have always offered vocal cuts and
African apartheid and raised in instrumentals, for me it was never about creating music for a
poverty, Butler, while still in his particular format or type of audience. That’s too narrow and
teens, became the first non-white restrictive. For me, it’s about surrendering to the will of the music and
artist to be played on white niainstream just letting it flow through me, whichever direction it may go.”
radio and appear on national television.
Butler’s entrance into Gospel music began with a worship tune,
Nelson Mandela credits Butler’s music his meg-hit with Kirk Whalum, “Falling In Love With Jesus.” His
as having inspired him during his long first all-Gospel project and Maranatha! Music debut, The Worship
days of imprisonment. With three Project, continued where “Failing in Love” left off and allowed the
decades of international acclaim under artist to spread his wings on a series of beautifully penned and highly
his belt, Butler is a testament to believing in one’s self and refusing reflective tunes. He was also featured in the critically acclaimed
to let circumstance decide fate. Now with the release of Brand Gospel Goes Classical project, recorded live with Juanita Bynum,
New Day, Butler focuses his talent and voice on the world of backed by a 75-piece orchestra and a 100-voice choir. The Billboard
gospel music.
charting CD, with renowned arranger/conductor, Dr. Henry Panion,
Bom the youngest of twelve children, Butler’s childhood home 111, at the helm, allowed Butler to revisit “Failing in Love” and to
was a cardboard and corrugated-metal shack in one of the most duet with Bynum on the worshipful “I Don’t Mind Waiting.”
impoverished townships of Cape Town. Music was an integral part
Now Butler will release his second Maranatha! Music project,
of the Butler family life, giving them creative and emotional release Brand New Day, a collection of uplifting and empowering Gospel
as well as adding to their meager income through their musical songs. Co-produced with Luther “Mano” Hanes (CeCe Winans,
performances.
Andrae Crouch, Israel Houghton), the CD brings a new sound to
A stream of diverse albums followed one after the other. Through Jonathan Butler, yet never veers too far away from the classic
them and extensive concert tours, Butler solidified his presence in the styling he’s best known for. The title tune “Brand New Day” is an
1990s with a body of music that crossed color and age lines. Jonathan invigorating, exciting jewel.

Genesis Worship Center Church
Located at: 1818 29th Avenue N., St Petersburg, FL
Extends an invitation to all to come worship with us
&

Bishop Corletta J. Vaughn
Presiding Bishop of Go Tell It Worldwide Network of Churches

Sunday, June 17, 2007 @ 11:30 a.m.

Imparting a word...
“An Anointing for All Men”

Michael T. Culbreth, Pastor Pro Tem
For more information call 727.898.5571
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Muslim Girls, Women Have Prom Without Cultural Compromises
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - It was a prom for
girls only, where more than 100 Muslim
teenagers could take off their headscarves, let
loose and dance, experiencing an American rite
of passage without violating Islamic culture and
values.
The Saturday night PROM, Party for Only
Muslimahs, or Muslim girls, at the University of
Minnesota’s Coffman Memorial Union provided
a chance for the girls to participate in a major
high school experience.
Many Muslim girls don’t attend their high
school prom because they aren’t allowed to
dance with the opposite sex, and prom dresses
can be too revealing for some Muslim girls to
wear in public.
“I’d hate to miss this,” said Sabrina Wazwaz,
15, a freshman who goes to Twin Cities Academy

in St. Paul. "I think it’s really nice how they
thought of the Muslim girls who can’t go to the
American prom, so they made this for us.”
“I thought it was an awesome idea,” said
Sagirah Shahid, 18, one of the .main organizers
and president of the Muslim Youth of Minnesota.
Shahid is a senior at Roosevelt High School in
Minneapolis.
“We want to encourage Muslimahs to have
fun but not do anything they’re not supposed to.
It’s a positive alternative to the real prom,” she
said.
The event included dinner, performances by
the girls during a talent show, a fashion show of
clothing from different cultures and dancing.
The theme was “A night in China,” and the
room was decorated in the gold, black and red
colors of China and lit by glowing red lights and

Caucasian-American.
“It’s more like a community prom of all
different cultures and ages,” said Susan Samaha,
23. “I was super excited when I first heard about
it. This is basically all the fun stuff about prom
without any of the negative stuff. It’s just good,

candles.
The event was organized by Muslim Youth of
Minnesota and co-sponsored by the University of
Minnesota’s Al-Madinah Cultural Center.
One of the organizers, Mallerie Shirley, 20,
whose mother converted to Islam 10 years ago,
said she expected some girls to think the idea was
“lame,” but found the opposite to be true.
“The cultural norms for this prom is
different. Nobody expects you to have a date;
nobody expects you to drink afterward. It’s prom
that’s been plugged into the Muslim converter,”
Shirley said.
Girls over 12 and women from all segments
of the Muslim community attended, including
Somali, Kenyan, Indian, Pakistani, Malaysian,
Sudanese, Lebanese, Palestinian, Jordanian,
Egyptian, Moroccan, African-American and

innocent, girl fun.”
The organizers plan to have the event
annually and hope to have it closer to prom
season next year so it can be an option for girls
who don’t feel comfortable attending their high
school proms.
“We don’t want the girls to feel like they’re
missing out on the fun of prom,” Shahid said.
“What we have in common with every other girl
is that we just want to feel pretty, be girlie and
have fun. We want an excuse to dress like a
princess.” ■
' '

Christian Groups Call Students To Prayer & Purity
“Recognizing the challenges facing a pure heart (Ps 24), we urgently call American Christian teachers and ■ ministry leaders to
America’s youth, especially the devastation youth, and especially those who profess embrace this call and to unite with us in prayer
that sexual immorality and moral relativism Biblical faith, to pursue lives of sexual purity on the first Friday of every month: to pray and
have had and continue to have on this and to urgently pray for their generation and fast for our nation and for spiritual awakening
generation, and knowing that those who for our nation (1 Cor 6:18). We, the among the youth of our nation (2 Chr 7:14).”
approach God must do so with clean hands and undersigned, call upon students, parents,

WASHINGTON, D.C. - A diverse coalition of
Christian groups, each with a special interest in
American youth and the future of America, is
urgently calling young people across America to
make prayer a priority and to pray and fast on the
first Friday of every month beginning June 1,2007:

955 20th Street South

•

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

(727) 822-2089

Bethel1894@knology.net

Worship Services................ . ................ 7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Breakfast Ministry..,................. Sunday 8:00 a.m.
Church School.................... . ................... .9:00 a.m.

Sunday School............... ..............................................9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)....... . ................... ....................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wed)............................../......... .6:30 p.m.

Mission Statement:
Senior Pastor

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
/

.

■

532-33rd Street South • St. Petersburg, FL

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Sunday School ......................

Schedule of Services

Morning Worship ...............

Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
Pastor

........ 11:00 a.m.

Baptist Training Union .................... .5 p.m.

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street,.Clearwater, FL 33755

Mailing address; P.O. Box1235, Clearwater, FE 33755
Churoh Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com

Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m, -1:30 p.m.

Scheduled Services: \

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Church School

Mid-Morning

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting & Teachers Meeting

other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Early Morning

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the

9:30a.m.

Saii?t JohiJ Primitive Baptist CI>nreh

Evening Worship .............................. 6 p.m.

Rev. Clyde
Williams

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

•

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

Greater 81. Paul Missionary Baptist
Church

(727)321-0911

We welcome you at all times

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Walking in The .promised

vision

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373
Worship C e n ter

Early Morning Worship ... ............... .. .. ......................... .7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ............. ........................................... .. .9:30 a.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

................ .. .. .. .. ............... .11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting .».. .7:00 pan.

Friday Prayer Meeting............. ......................... ............... 11:00 aan.

flew TtCt.

7:00 p.m.

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Rev. Norris L.
Martin, Sr. - Pastor

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Morning Worship

Ma*

Morning Worship........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study........ ........ ...........Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church ................ Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy, Sr.

__

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

‘Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church’

Olive 'Primitive Baptist Church

“ & Peculiar Peepfe Persuaded fe Perferm '£>ie Purpose”

(727) 374-T864
www.abundant-harvest.org

(Acts 1:4-8)

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Feed The Homeless
2:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Log on:

www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

“WaCking In Tdie ^Promised Vision’

LET THE COnTOMimr
KWOW 4P0MT
T&QR CHMRCn

Seek.

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?

tional church that bell

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 ♦ Fax: (727) 322-0409

Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

CALL TOMT!

'frriwl

iMfa® Ms®®®

Place Your
Church Ad
Today!
Rev. Prentiss
John Davis, Minister
& Veronica Davis

A

Tel: 727-898-2457 Fax: 727-895-6898
unitytempleoftruth@msn.com

n
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist Episcopal Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

1 jae.

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabav.rr.com

Sunday Worship Service

10:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:00 a.m.

Teen Summit (Wednesday)

7:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Wednesday)

7:00 p.m.

•

Early Morning Worship .......... .................. .......... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. ................. .11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ............................. 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service.......................................................... 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service................................................... 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ........................... 6:30 p.m.

Rev. Clarence
Williams, Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday * 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

■ Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Pastor

“God’s House In The City”

Pentecostal Teiqple Cljurcl) of, God ip Christ

Friendship

10th Street Church Of God

Missionary Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

2230 - 22nd Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

“The church with a heart in the heart of the city”

207 - 10th Street North

3300 31st Street South

(727) 898-9407

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Glory

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

9:00 a.m.

(727) 906-8300

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

www.fmbctheship.org

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Sunday

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday........... ... 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Prayer &.Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Sunday School........ ......AM

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Wednesday............. Noonday Bible Study and

kingdom'

Wednesday Evening Prayer...................... ....6:30 p.m.

"Helping and
Healing"

Wednesday Night Bible Study................................7:30p.m.
Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Ijiursday....... .............7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Morning Worship.....................................11:00 a.m.

"Serving and Saving

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

“A church working togetherfor the uphuihding of (god’s

Sunday School...;...................................................... ...9:30a.m.

"Praying and
Praising"

The church where what God’s Word teaches is practiced!

Prayer Tvwr Church vf Qvd

20th Street
Church Of Christ

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M
F

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Home: 896-8006

Services

Bro. Robert Smith

W
B

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

C

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pm.
PJM. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pan.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Bible Study (for ail ages) - 7:30 pan.

10:30 a.m.

7:00 p.m.

Ladies Bible Class Monday
Sunday Evening Worship

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship

in Christ

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

'

5:00 p.m.

Monday Evening Bible Class

7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Bible Class

7:00 p.m.

Queen Street

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church Of God In Christ

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

,

(727)321-6631

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Schedule of Services

(727) 896-4356

Church School ............. ............... ..
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................................
10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ...........................
5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service

9:00 A.M.Tuesday Prayer

9:30 A.M. -Sunday School

7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

• www.stmarkch.org

Rev. Brian K. Brown

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

‘Creating a Q-Caveri ofQ-Ccye, Q-Ce(y, ancd T-deaCing for Cfirist’

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

;Nefn

(ttummunitg (Efyurcfy
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM.

Sunday Services:

Fleming Worship 10:30 AM.

Praise & Worship Service
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin....................................................... Associate Pastor

Children & Youth Ministry...................... ................ .............................Joyce Robinson

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ
Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryent, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family”
Schedule of Services
‘
Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

Midweek RUSH.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study) 7:00 p.m.

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of Ged

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

3900 5th AVENUE NORTH

ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

Sunday School?.
Divine Worship
Evening Service

School of Leaders

WORSHIP SERVICES:

SUNDAY I
|f| 10:00 ajn.
.
■ 11:15 ajn.

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

B 6:00 pjn.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

WEDNESDAY
1 S 7:00 p.m.

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

FRIDAY I
Youth Nite

7:00 pjn.

SA31LBJ1AY .
7:00 pSfe"

Harvest Crusade

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples”

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God! ”

Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

First Baptist Institutional
Church

“Where God’s Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!”

3144 Third Avenue South

David Allen Jr., Pastor

Discover HOPE
at

Word of God Broadcast
Watch Pastor Thompson
Sunday Night 7:30 p.m. Brighthouse Channel 95

Dominion Worship Ministries
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Hope of Glory Church

Come Worship with us...
SuntTay ‘Worshlp$ervtcef

St. Petersburg, FL

8 a.m., 10 a.m., sp.m.
9:10 a.m. r. Pighteous Pap

Phone: 323-7518

I

10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m.

3931 Central Avenue, St Petersburg Florida 33713
(727) 321-8989
Ebenezerntcog@yahoo.com
www.ebenezerntcog.org

Noon Day Prayer -, Daily at 12 noon

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Come Worship With.
the First Baptist Family

Praise and Worship:
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday:

.

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope ”

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.fe 10:20 a.m.

10:30 a.m.

.Wednesday Services:

Wyvonnia McGee

Clerk Ministry...................... .. .............................................. ..

Church School:
Devotion:

Church School............. 9:00 a.m.

Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM. (Wed.)

Finance Ministry..................................................................................James Robinson

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

4016

12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

(727) 321-8574

OAontCay
7:00 p.m. - Corporate 'Prayer

lAonrCay. WetTnesday.

Saturday

W

6:00 a.m. - Corporate Prayer

Wednesday PthCe Study
Sundays @ 10:30 a.m.

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

. (

12 noon, 7:30 p.m.

Worshipping at: 5995 M.L. King, Jr. Street South

'Thursday

(On the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

7:00 p.m. - lAusic Sr the (Arts

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

a

F

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

1
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Publix
Oven Roasted
Turkey Breast...

6.49,

Large
White Shrimp...............

4kS?9ib

Porterhouse or
T-Bone Steak.................... 8®9ib

Cherries...............

< MilU>
2.99,„

A Great Snack

Farm-Raised, Previously Frozen,

Publix Premium Certified Beef,

Any Time of the Day

Sliced Fresh in

31 to 35 per Pound (Large Peeled

USDA Choice, Beef Loin,

SAVE UP TO 4.00 LB

the Publix Deli

and Deveined Shrimp, 31 to 40

Any Size Package

SAVE UP TO .60 LB

per Pound ... lb 6.99)

SAVE UP TO 2,00 IB

SAVE UP TO 3.00 IB

■t'ilOt tSS?-

/

' f

a J- i

wHa
ed tab Pitied

Breakfast
Bread......

2.99

White or Red
Seedless Grapes..

Handmade in Our Bakery, Made With Raisins, Apples, Apricots,

New Crop, Fresh From California

Cranberries, and Walnuts, From the Publix Bakery, 20-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO 1.00 LB

1.69,

SAVE UP TO .80

£
HoneyAiut

e®

BREYERS

(Natural
L_
Breyers
Ice Cream

GET ONE

FREE

Assorted Varieties,

48 or 56-oz ctn.

SAVE UP TO 5.29

nsr

12-Pack
Selected
Pepsi Products...........

3° 11.00

General Mills
Cereal..........

BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE

Cheerios, Honey Nut Cheerios,

18-Pack
Miller Lite Beer.......

12-oz can (12-Pack

Lucky Charms, Cinnamon Toast Crunch,

12-oz can or bot.

Selected Pepsi Products,

Cookie Crisp, Reese's, or Golden Grahams,

(12-Pack Busch or Busch Light

18 to 20,25-oz box (Limit two deals

Beer, 12-oz can or bot.... 6.49)

on selected advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 1.00

12-oz bot.... 2/9.00)

SAVE UP TO 2.47 ON 3

12.99

Or Miller Genuine Draft,

SAVE UP TO 4.99

M

P ubIiX

WHERE

SHOPPING

IS

A

PLEASURE.®

H

lx

Prices effective Thursday, June 7 through Wednesday, June 13,2007.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Polk and Osceola

Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.

www.publix.com/ads

